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Abstract

T

he state of the art of automatic recognition of text at the dawn of the
new millennium is that as a field it is no longer an esoteric topic on the

fringes of Information Technology (IT), but a mature discipline that has found many
commercial uses. Automatic font-written (machine-printed) Optical Character/text
Recognizers (OCR) are highly desirable for a multitude of modern IT applications.
Reliable font-written OCR systems for Latin scripted languages are readily in
use since long. For cursively scripted languages, that are the mother tongues of over
¼ of the world population, such OCR systems are however not available at a robust
and reliable performance. In this regard, the main challenge is the mandatory
connectivity of the characters/ligatures (i.e. graphemes) that is to be resolved
simultaneously upon the recognition of these graphemes.
Among the numerous approaches tried over 30 years of Research and
Development (R&D), Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based OCR systems seem to be
the most promising as they capitalize on the ability of HMM decoders to achieve
segmentation and recognition simultaneously as is the case with the widely used
HMM-based Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems.
In our dissertation, an omnifont, open vocabulary, HMM-based Arabic text
recognition system is implemented with the aid of a robust developed algorithm for
lines and words decomposition of multifont and multisize Arabic documents; an
example of cursive scripts. Building an open vocabulary system derives us to the
usage of a character based HMM system not a word based HMM system.
Unlike ASR systems, what is missing in HMM-based OCR systems is the
definition of a rigorously derived features vector capable to robustly achieve minimal
omni-font Word Error Rate (WER) comparable to that realized with Latin scripts. The
design of such a features vector is fully introduced and discussed in this dissertation.

xii

Based on the OCR-to-ASR analogy, a full fledged Arabic font-written OCR
system analogous to HMM-based ASR systems has been also introduced and
analyzed in this dissertation with and without the aid of statistical language models
(SLM’s). The experimental results done among this dissertation puts our HMM-based
OCR with the new features vector in the lead among the other open-vocabulary omni
font-written OCR systems for cursive scripts , at least for Arabic script.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

15B

Character Recognition is the branch of pattern recognition that ultimately aims
to compete with the human ability to read written text regarding both the speed and
accuracy by associating character codes (e.g. Unicode) to images of characters (i.e.
graphemes).
The origin of character recognition can be found as early as 1870 by the
invention of the scanner, which has first appeared as an aid to the visually
handicapped. The first successful attempt was made by the Russian scientist Tyurin in
1900. The modern version of OCR appeared in the middle of the 1940s with the
development of the digital computers. [Mantas 1986], [Govindan 1990]
Character recognition has become one of the most successful applications of
technology in the field of pattern recognition and artificial intelligence. Many
commercial systems for performing character recognition exist for a variety of
applications, although the machines are still not able to compete with human reading
capabilities.

1.1. Character Recognition Systems Capabilities
Character recognition systems differ widely in how they acquire their input
(on-line versus off-line), the mode of writing (handwritten versus machine printed),
the connectivity of text (isolated characters versus cursive words), and the restriction
on the fonts (single font versus omni-font) they can recognize. [Govindan 1990], [AlBadr 1995]
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The different capabilities of character recognition are illustrated in Figure
(1.1).

Character Recognition

On-Line

Off-Line

Machine
Printed

(Handwritten)

Handwritten

Isolated
Characters

Single Font

Isolated
Characters

Omni Font

Cursive
Words

Cursive Words

Figure (1.1): Character recognition capabilities

1.1.1. On-Line (Real-Time) Systems
These systems recognize text while the user is writing with an on-line writing
device, capturing the temporal or dynamic information of the writing. This
information includes the number, duration, and order of each stroke (a stroke is the
writing from pen down to pen up). On-line devices are stylus based, and they include
tablet displays, and digitizing tablets. The writing here is represented as a onedimensional ordered vector of (x, y) points. On-line systems are limited to
recognizing handwritten text. Some systems recognize isolated characters, while
others recognize cursive words.

1.1.2. Off-Line Systems
These systems recognize text that has been previously written or printed on a
page and then optically converted into a bit image. Off-line devices include optical
scanners of the flatbed, paper fed and handheld types.

Here, a page of text is

represented as a two-dimensional array of pixel values. Off-line systems do not have
access to the time-dependent information captured in on-line systems. Therefore off2

line character recognition is considered as a more challenging task than its online
counterpart.
The word optical was earlier used to distinguish an optical recognizer from
systems which recognize characters that were printed using special magnetic ink. In
the case of a machine-printed (font-written) document image, this is referred to as
Optical Character Recognition (OCR). In the case of handprint (Mail Orders, Checks,
Credit Cards Applications, …,etc.), it is referred to as Intelligent Character
Recognition (ICR).
Over the last few years, the decreasing price of laser printers has made
computer users able to readily create multi-font documents. The number of fonts in
typical usage has increased accordingly. However the researcher experimenting on
OCR is unhappy to perform the vastly time-consuming experiments involved in
training and testing a classifier on potentially hundreds of fonts in a number of text
sizes and in a wide range of image noise conditions; even if such an image data set
already existed. Collecting such a database could involve considerably more effort.
Although the amount of research into machine-print recognition appears to be
tailing off as many research groups turn their attention to handwriting recognition, it
is suggested that there are still significant challenges in the machine-print domain.
One of these challenges is to deal effectively with noisy, multi-font (including
possibly hundreds of fonts) cursive scripts.
The sophistication of the off-line OCR system depends on the type and
number of fonts to be recognized. An omni-font OCR machine can recognize most
non stylized fonts without having to maintain huge databases of specific font
information. Usually omni-font technology is characterized by the use of feature
extraction. Although omni-font is the common term for these OCR systems, this
should not be understood literally as the system being able to recognize all existing
fonts. No OCR machine performs equally well or even usably well on all the fonts
used by modern computers.

1.2. Character Recognition Technology Applications
The intensive research effort in the field of character recognition was not only
because of its challenge on simulation of human reading but also because it provides
widespread efficient applications. Three factors motivate the vast range of
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applications of off-line text recognition. The first two are the easy use of electronic
media and its growth at the expense of conventional media. The third is the necessity
of converting the data from the conventional media into the new electronic media.
OCR technology has many practical applications [Govindan 1990], [Srihari
1992] which include the following, as examples but not limited to,
•

Storing, retrieving and indexing huge amount of electronic data as a results of the
resurgence of the World Wide Web. The text produced by OCRing text images
can be used for all kinds of Information Retrieval (IR) and Knowledge
Management (KM) systems, which are not so sensitive to the inevitable Word
Error Rate (WER) of whatever OCR system as long as this WER is kept lower
than 10% to 15% [Callen 2003]. It might be sufficiently illustrative to mention the
gigantic project of the online global cross lingual searchable library being
achieved by Google TM as an example of how OCR is vital in this regard [Feng
2006].

•

Office automation for providing an improved office environment and ultimately
reach an ideal paperless office environment.

•

Business applications as automatic processing of checks.

•

Automatic address reading for mail sorting.

•

Automatic passport readers.

•

Digital bar code reading and signature verification.

•

Front end components for blind reading machines by transferring the recognition
results into sound output or tactile symbols through stimulators.

•

Machine processing of forms.

•

Mobile card reader.

1.3. Arabic OCR Technology
Since the mid-1940s researchers have carried out extensive work and
published many papers on character recognition. Most of the published work on OCR
has been on Latin characters, with work on Japanese and Chinese characters emerging
in the mid-1960s. Although almost a billion of people worldwide, in several different
languages, use Arabic characters for writing (alongside Arabic, Persian and Urdu are
the most noted examples) [Khorsheed 2002], Arabic character recognition has not
been researched as thoroughly as Latin, Japanese, or Chinese and it has almost only
4

started in 1975 by Nazif [Nazif 1975]. This may be attributed to the following [AlBadr 1995]:
i) The lack of adequate support in terms of journals, books, conferences, and funding,
and the lack of interaction between researchers in this field.
(ii) The lack of general supporting utilities like Arabic text databases, dictionaries,
programming tools, and supporting staff.
(iii) The late start of Arabic text recognition.
(iv) The special challenges in the characteristics of the Arabic script as stated in the
following section. These characteristics results in the fact that the techniques
developed for other writings cannot be successfully applied to the Arabic writing.
In order to be competent with the human capability at the digitization of
printed text, font-written OCR systems should achieve an omni-font performance at
an average WER ≤ 3% and an average speed ≥ 60 words/min. per processing thread
[Al-Badr 1995]. While font-written OCR systems working on Latin script can claim
approaching such measures under favorable conditions, the best systems working on
other scripts, especially cursive scripts like Arabic, are still well behind due to a
multitude of complexities. For example, the best reported ones among the few Arabic
omni font-written OCR systems can only claim assimilation WER’s exceeding 10%
under favorable conditions and not to mention the realistic ones. [Bazzi 1999],
[Khorsheed 2007]

1.4. Arabic OCR challenges
The written form of Arabic language while written from right to left presents
many challenges to the OCR developer. The most challenging features of the Arabic
orthography are [Al-Badr 1995], [Attia 2004] :

i) The connectivity challenge
0B

Whether handwritten or font written, Arabic text can only be scripted
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cursively; i.e. graphemes are connected to one another within the same word with this
connection interrupted at few certain characters or at the end of the word. This
necessitates any Arabic OCR system to not only do the traditional grapheme
recognition task but do another tougher grapheme segmentation one (see Figure
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(1.2)). To make things even harder, both of these tasks are mutually dependent and
must hence be done simultaneously.

Figure (1.2): Grapheme segmentation process illustrated by manually inserting
vertical lines at the appropriate grapheme connection points.

ii) The dotting challenge
2B

Dotting is extensively used to differentiate characters sharing similar
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graphemes. According to Figure (1.3), where some example sets of dottingdifferentiated graphemes are shown, it is apparent that the differences between the
members of the same set are small. Whether the dots are eliminated before the
recognition process, or recognition features are extracted from the dotted script,
dotting is a significant source of confusion – hence recognition errors – in Arabic
font-written OCR systems especially when run on noisy documents; e.g. those
produced by photocopiers.

Figure (1.3): Example sets of dotting-differentiated graphemes

iii) The multiple grapheme cases challenge
4B

Due to the mandatory connectivity in Arabic orthography; the same grapheme
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representing the same character can have multiple variants according to its relative
position within the Arabic word segment {Starting, Middle, Ending, Separate} as
exemplified by the 4 variants of the Arabic character “ ”عshown in bold in Figure
(1.4).

 ﻗﻄﺎع،  ﻣﻊ،  اﻟﻌﺮﺑﻴﺔ، ﻋﻠﻰ
Figure (1.4): Grapheme “ ”عin its 4 positions; Starting, Middle, Ending & Separate
iv) The ligatures challenge
6B

To make things even more complex, certain compounds of characters at
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certain positions of the Arabic word segments are represented by single atomic
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graphemes called ligatures. Ligatures are found in almost all the Arabic fonts, but
their number depends on the involvement of the specific font in use. Traditional
Arabic font for example contains around 220 graphemes, and another common less
involved font (with fewer ligatures) like Simplified Arabic contains around 151
graphemes. Compare this to English where 40 or 50 graphemes are enough. A broader
grapheme set means higher ambiguity for the same recognition methodology, and
hence more confusion. Figure (1.5) illustrates some ligatures in the famous font
“Traditional Arabic”.

Figure (1.5): Some ligatures in the Traditional Arabic font.

iv) The overlapping challenge
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Characters in a word may overlap vertically even without touching as
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shown in Figure (1.6).

overlaps
Figure (1.6): Some overlapped Characters in Demashq Arabic font.

v) Size variation challenge
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Different Arabic graphemes do not have a fixed height or a fixed width.
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Moreover, neither the different nominal sizes of the same font scale linearly with their
actual line heights, nor the different fonts with the same nominal size have a fixed line
height.

vi) The diacritics challenge

12B

Arabic diacritics are used in practice only when they help in resolving
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linguistic ambiguity of the text. The problem of diacritics with font written Arabic
OCR is that their direction of flow is vertical while the main writing direction of the
body Arabic text is horizontal from right to left. (See Figure (1.7)) Like dots;
7

diacritics – when existent - are a source of confusion of font-written OCR systems
especially when run on noisy documents, but due to their relatively larger size they
are usually preprocessed.

Figure (1.7): Arabic text with diacritics.
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Although classic Arabic texts use a relatively limited number of font faces,
new typographic systems have led to the proliferation of Arabic font faces which are
almost as varied as those for Roman alphabets. Because of these, and the mentioned
challenges, the state of the art in Arabic OCR significantly lags that for Roman text.
Hence, a countable handful of Arabic OCR products are commercially available (with
high price) in the market compared to Latin OCR systems (now much cheaper).

1.5. Arabic OCR Text Recognition System
The process of recognizing Arabic text can be broadly broken down into 5
stages after image acquisition; pre-processing, segmentation, feature extraction,
classification, and post-processing as shown in Figure (1.8).

Figure (1.8): Typical Components of an OCR-System
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Through the image acquisition process, a digital image of the original
document is captured. In OCR, mainly optical scanners are used, which generally
consist of a transport mechanism plus a sensing device that converts light intensity
into gray-levels.
The preprocessing stage is a collection of operations that apply successive
transformations on an image. It takes in a raw image and enhances it by reducing
noise and distortion, and hence simplifies segmentation, feature extraction, and
consequently recognition. After the preprocessing stage, many OCR systems segment
the text into individual characters or strokes before recognizing them.
The feature extraction stage analyzes a text segment and selects a set of
features that can be used to uniquely identify the text segment. These features are
extracted and passed in a form suitable for the recognition phase
The classification stage, the main decision-making stage of an OCR system
uses the features extracted in the previous stage to identify the text segment according
to preset rules. This stage may use feature models obtained in an (off-line) training
(modeling) phase to classify the test data.
Finally, the post processing stage improves the recognition performance by
refining the decisions taken by the previous stage and recognizes words by using
context. It is ultimately responsible for outputting the best solution and is often
implemented as a set of techniques that rely on character frequencies, lexicons, and
other context information.
The preprocessing, segmentation, and post processing stages are not
necessarily executed by all Arabic optical text recognition systems. Some systems
assume noise-free input. Also, some techniques recognize a character before
segmentation, while others recognize isolated characters. [Al-Badr 1995]

1.6. Thesis Objectives
Despite 35 years of Research and Development (R&D) on the problem of
OCR, the technology is not yet mature enough for the Arabic font-written script
compared with Latin-based ones. There is still a wide room for enhancements as per:
lowering the WER, standing robust in face of moderate noise, and working on an
omni-font and open-vocabulary basis.
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Among the best trials done in this regard so far, Hidden Markov Models
(HMM) based ones appear. Elaborating on this Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR)-inspired promising approach, we have significantly refined the basic processes
and modules deployed in such architectures (e.g. lines & words decomposition,
features extraction, models parameters selection, language modeling, .., etc.) to
develop what is hoped to be a truly reliable (i.e. low WER, omni font-written, openvocabulary, noise-robust, and responsive) Arabic OCR suitable for real-life
Information Technology (IT) applications.

1.7. Thesis Contributions
While building an omni-font and open vocabulary Arabic OCR system, the
following contributions are evolved:
•

Developing an enhanced histogram-based algorithm for line and words
decomposition of Arabic text rectangles, so that it performs robustly on
documents containing the idiosyncrasies of real-life documents especially as per
noise and structural textual complexities.

•

The design of a mathematically rigorous lossless differential luminosity coding
based features capable to robustly achieve minimal omni-font WER.

•

Developing a visual aid for estimating the training data set size and the codebook
size of a clustering algorithm, in order to achieve the minimal WER achieved
from an OCR recognition system without doing neither computationally expensive
nor time consuming measures.

•

The design, implementation and evaluations of a real life omni-font, openvocabulary, HMM-based Arabic recognition system.

1.8. Thesis outline
After outlining the problem we are facing with, the objective, and the main
contributions of this thesis, the formal organization of the thesis is illustrated as
follows,
Chapter 2 presents a technical review for Arabic machine printed OCR
techniques. The main steps in any Arabic OCR system including scanning, preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction, classification, and post-processing are
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extensively reviewed. Finally, a survey on the most recent published research on
Arabic OCR is briefed.
Chapter 3 introduces a robust algorithm for lines and words decomposition
especially in Arabic, or Arabic dominated, of text rectangles from real-life multifont /
multisize documents decomposition. Also an extensive evaluation of the introduced
algorithm over different types of document sources with different noise levels is
demonstrated.
Chapter 4 defines and introduces the design of a rigorously derived features
vector capable to robustly achieve minimal omni-font WER. The nature of the
designed autonomously normalized horizontal differential features vector is also
discussed.
Chapter 5 gives an overview of the theory of vector quantization and
clustering. Also, the LBG clustering technique used in the construction of the
codebook used in our proposed system is illustrated. Eventually, a developed
visualization aid that helps us in estimating the best training data set size and the best
codebook size for a least WER is discussed.
Chapter 6 demonstrates the analogy between OCR and ASR problems, and
gives a brief overview of the Hidden Markov Models (HMM's) and its application to
OCR.
Chapter 7 is focused on the discussion of use of the Statistical Language
Models (SLM) in our specific problem, i.e. the decoding of the Arabic words.
Chapter 8 introduces and analyzes a full fledged open-vocabulary, omni fontwritten Arabic OCR system analogous to HMM-based ASR systems. Evaluation of
the system performance is also illustrated along with the detailed description of the
Arabic database used in our experiments
Chapter 9 contains a conclusion and a discussion of the future work to be done
to enhance the performance of our Arabic OCR system.
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CHAPTER 2

Methodologies of OCR Systems;
Theory and Literature Survey

0B

1B

In this chapter, we focus on the methodologies of OCR systems emphasizing on
the off-line Arabic character recognition problem. The different modules of a typical
OCR system; image acquisition, preprocessing, segmentation, features extraction,
training and recognition, and post processing as discussed briefly in chapter one are
discussed in more details in the following sections.

2.1. Image Acquisition
The off-line recognition system recognizes the text after it has been written or
typed. The system may acquire the text using a video camera or a scanner. The latter
is commonly used because it is more convenient, it introduces less noise into the
imaging process, extra features such as automatic binarization and image
enhancement can be coupled with the scanning process to enhance the resulting image
text and, most importantly, it is more relevant to the problem of recognizing written
script. [Khorsheed 2002]
Scanning at a higher resolution may be desirable but not practical as it would
need too high storage space. Lower resolution and poor binarization can contribute to
readability when essential features of characters are deleted or obscured. The resulting
image can also be affected by the presence of marking or stains, or if the document
has been faxed or copied several times. The latter causes a diminishing of contrast, the
appearance of ‘salt and pepper’ noise, and the false appearance of text by becoming
either thinner or thicker than the original document. [Khorsheed 2002]
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2.2. Preprocessing
The recognition accuracy of OCR systems greatly depends on the quality of
the input text and the lack of noise, even more so than with humans. Preprocessing
operations are usually specialized image processing operations that transform the
image into another with reduced noise and variation. Those operations include

2.2.1. Binarization
Binarization, or thresholding, is a conversion from a grey level image to a bilevel image. A bi-level image contains all of the essential information concerning the
number, position and shape of objects while containing less information. The simple
and straightforward method for thresholding is to select a fixed threshold, where graylevels below this threshold is said to be black and levels above are said to be white
[Khorsheed 2002]. For a high-contrast document with uniform background, a prechosen fixed threshold can be sufficient. However, a lot of documents encountered in
practice have a rather large range in contrast. In these cases more sophisticated
methods for thresholding are required to obtain a good result.
The best methods for thresholding are usually those that are able to vary the
threshold over the document adapting to the local properties as contrast and
brightness. However, such methods usually depend upon a multilevel scanning of the
document, which requires more memory and computational capacity. Therefore such
techniques are seldom used in connection with OCR systems, although they result in
better images.

2.2.2. Noise Reduction
The noise, which is introduced by the optical scanning devices causes
disconnected line segments, bumps and gaps in lines, filled loops etc. The distortion
which includes local variations, rounding of corners, dilation and erosion is also a
problem. Prior to the character recognition, it is necessary to eliminate these
imperfections. There are many techniques to reduce the noise which can be
categorized in two major groups; filtering and smoothing [Pratt 1991],
[Gonzalez 2002].
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2.2.2.1. Filtering
The aim of filtering is to remove noise and diminish spurious points as salt and
pepper noise, usually introduced by the image acquisition device. Various spatial and
frequency domain filters can be designed for this purpose. The basic idea is to
convolve a predefined mask with the image to assign a value to a pixel based on its
neighboring pixels.
A method that is often used is the median filter which is applied to reduce saltand-pepper noise, see Figure (2.1) [Bunke 1997]. This is a small window which
passes through all pixels in the image. The pixel in the centre is replaced by the
median value of all the pixels in the region. Median filters are, however, hard deciding
and cause considerable erosive distortion to the graphemes of written text which is
generally harmful to the recognition performance.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure (2.1): Results of removing noise from the original text image in (a) using
median filter with window size of 3·3 in (b), 5·5 in (c) and 7·7 in (d).
2.2.2.2. Smoothing
This reduces the noise in an image using mathematical morphological
operations. The basic idea behind the morphological operations is to filter the
document image replacing the convolution operation by the logical operations.
Various morphological operations can be designed to connect the broken strokes,
decompose the connected strokes, smooth the contours, prune the wild points, thin the
characters, and extract the boundaries. Therefore, morphological operations can be
successfully used to remove the noise on the document images due to low quality of
paper and ink.
Two operations are mainly used, Opening and Closing [Al-Badr 1995]. Opening
opens small gaps or spaces between touching objects in an image; this will break
narrow isthmuses and eliminate small islands. In contrast, Closing fills small gaps in
14

an image; this will eliminate small holes on the contour. Both Opening and closing
apply the same basic morphology operations, namely, Dilation and Erosion, but in the
opposite order [Gonzalez 2002].

2.2.3. Normalization
Normalization methods aim to remove the variations of the writing and obtain
standardized data. The following are the basic methods for normalization.
2.2.3.1. Slant Normalization
This problem may be clearly seen in handwritten words, although machineprinted words with italic fonts suffer from the same problem. The most common
method for slant estimation is the calculation of the average angle of near-vertical
elements. In [Madhvanath 1999], vertical line elements from contours are extracted by
tracing chain code components using a pair of one-dimensional (1-D) filters.
Coordinates of the start and end points of each line element provide the slant angle.
Another study [Guillevic 94] uses an approach in which projection profiles are
computed for a number of angles away from the vertical direction. The angle
corresponding to the projection with the greatest positive derivative is used to detect
the least amount of overlap between vertical strokes and, therefore, the dominant slant
angle.
In [Bozinovic 89], slant detection is performed by dividing the image into
vertical and horizontal windows. The slant is estimated based on the center of gravity
of the upper and lower half of each window averaged over all the windows. Finally, a
variant of the Hough transform is used by scanning left to right across the image and
calculating projections in the direction of 21 different slants. The top three projections
for any slant are added and the slant with the largest count is taken as the slant value.
On the other hand, in some studies, recognition systems do not use slant correction
and compensate it during training stage [Cote 98].
2.2.3.2. Size Normalization
It is used to adjust the character size to a certain standard. Methods of OCR
may apply both horizontal and vertical size normalizations. Since the sizes of Arabic
characters greatly vary, size normalization is often used to scale characters to a fixed
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size and to center the character before recognition [Cowell 2002]. This is useful in
recognition methods that are sensitive to variations in size and position like template
matching and correlation methods [Al-Badr 1995].
Although, it was natural to normalize an isolated character into a fixed size
rectangle, a word cannot be normalized in such a way without losing important
temporal information [Cho 1995]. Hence, size normalization is done as a
preprocessing step in isolated character recognition systems.

2.2.4. Skew Detection and Correction
Scanning a document so that text lines are within about three degrees of the
true horizontal is acceptable. This is feasible if the document is aligned manually on
the object glass of the scanner. Recent scanners are equipped with automatic feeders
which may cause the document to rotate up to 20 degrees of the true horizontal. One
of the first steps in attempting to read this document is to estimate the orientation
angle, the skew angle, of the text lines. This process is called skew detection, and the
process of rotating the document with the skew angle, in the opposite direction, is
called skew correction [Khorsheed 2002]. This skew has a detrimental effect on
document

on

document

analysis,

document

understanding,

and

character

segmentation and recognition. Consequently, detecting the skew of a document image
and correcting it are important issues in realizing a practical document reader.
The common, and perhaps the most efficient, approach to estimate the skew
angle is to use the Hough Transform [Gonzalez 2002], [Nixon 2002]. This locates
fragmented lines in a binary image. Given a binary image with a dominant text area,
the detected lines will most probably go along the whole middle zone of the textual
lines. Hence these lines have approximately the same skew as the reference lines of
the text which define the skew of the whole page. Whenever the Hough transform is
used, there is always a trade off between accuracy and speed. The more accurate the
angles of the detected lines are, the more computation is required [Yu 1996], [Amin
2000].
Another approach to estimating a skew angle is based on using bounding
boxes of Connected Components. This is a two step process. In the first step, all 8neighbour connected pixels are grouped as distinct components, and the centre of
gravity for each component is calculated. In the second step, a virtual line is drawn
between various centers. The angle between this line and the horizontal represents the
16

skew angle. However, implementing this approach to Arabic text image may be
misled by dots and diacritics located above and below the word characters [Khorsheed
2002]. Hence, removing dots and diacritics is a vital step for skew detection of Arabic
text image [El-Adawy 2007].

2.2.5. Thinning and Skeletonization
Thinning is an essential step for many OCR systems whose main task is
reducing patterns to their skeletons. Skeleton of a pattern is the set of points that has
semi-equal distance from two or more points of the pattern contour. Thinning is often
an efficient method for expressing structural relationships in characters as it reduces
space and processing time by simplifying data structures [Al-Badr 1995]. Systems
that recognize handwriting frequently use thinning to reduce the inherent variation in
writing styles. Often, OCR systems traverse the skeleton of a word to simulate an online representation of it [Abuhaiba 1993]
Many thinning algorithms are susceptible to noise in that the generated
skeletons are sensitive to even small variations in the input pattern. Another problem
with many thinning algorithms that is particular to Arabic characters is that it reduces
double and single dots (e.g.,

and

) to the same shape (a short line)

[Mahmoud 1991].
There are particular problems when dealing with Arabic script which have
lower structural contents than Latin script, that is fewer stroke intersections and holes.
Variations in the thickness of strokes in Arabic character cause further problems in the
production of a thinned form which can be used to successfully extract structural
information required in the later stages of character recognition. [Cowell 2001]
Two basic approaches are used for thinning; pixel wise and nonpixel wise
thinning [Lam 1992]. Pixel wise thinning methods locally and iteratively process the
image until one pixel wide skeleton remains. They are very sensitive to noise and may
deform the shape of the character. On the other hand, the nonpixel wise methods use
some global information about the character during the thinning. They produce a
certain median or centerline of the pattern directly without examining all the
individual pixels
Mahmoud et al. [Mahmoud 1991] proposed an algorithm for skeletonization of
isolated Arabic characters that was based on clustering the character image into a set
of a predetermined number of adjacent clusters and each cluster is a group of adjacent
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pixels of the image. The skeleton is then made up of line segments that pass through
the centers of the clusters. Altuwaijri and Bayoumi [Altuwaijri 1998] implemented a
self-organizing neural network to cluster the Arabic character. Plotting the cluster
centers and connecting adjacent clusters generated a straight-line sequence, which
formed the skeleton.

2.2.6. Page Decomposition
Page decomposition is a sub-field of document analysis. Document analysis
studies the structure of documents and the identification of the different logical parts
in documents. Page decomposition is limited to separating the different lines of a text
block and extracting the words and subwords.
The classical method for identifying text lines in an Arabic text image is to use
a fixed threshold to separate the pairs of consecutive lines [Amin 1989]. This
threshold is obtained using the distances between various baselines of the text. The
median of different distance values is an appropriate selection. An alternative
approach [Khorshed 2002] is to use the horizontal projection and look for the pixel
lines that have a density of zero and then consider that every text line is situated
between two blocks of zero density pixel lines. This method is enhanced by
identifying the lines of pixels that have the largest density in the text. The upper and
lower parts are then analyzed with respect to these lines [Sarfraz 2003].
The next phase is to segment a text line into words and sub-words. Words and
sub-words are determined by inspecting the vertical projection. An average threshold
value computed from all vertical gaps is used to determine whether a spacing is an
inter-word spacing or an intra-word spacing [Altuwaijri 1994], [Al-Badr 1995],
[Khorsheed 2002], [Sarfraz 2003 ].

2.3. Segmentation
After the preprocessing stage, many OCR systems isolate the individual
characters or strokes before recognizing them. It is one of the hardest, crucial, and
time-consuming phases. It represents the main challenge in many Arabic character
recognition systems, even more than the recognition process itself. It is considered as
the main source of recognition errors. A poor segmentation process produces
misrecognition or rejection [Zeki 2005].
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As it is so difficult and with a great influence on the final recognition rate,
many researchers tried to avoid this stage by two approaches:
• Isolated Characters Approach [Amiri 2003], [Amor 2006], where they assume
that the characters are already segmented. This approach is useful for academic
purposes, and for the testing of certain pattern recognition techniques. This will not
lead, however, to a practical machine-printed OCR system. The issue is that the
character recognition cannot be dealt with, in isolation from the segmentation
process both in the training and the recognition phases. Recognition of artificially
segmented characters could never lead to practical results, as the segmented
characters should be generated from a real segmentor with all its impurities.
• Holistic (global) Approach, in which the recognition is globally performed on the
whole representation of words and where there is no attempt to identify characters
individually, that is why it is also known as segmentation-free approach .
Some attempts even went to the extent of proposing new fonts to generate
Arabic script instead of cursive Arabic script whereby the characters can be
segmented with simple vertical white cuts to help in automatic document
understanding [Abuhaiba 2003].
Although the Segmentation methods have been developed remarkably in the
last decade and a variety of techniques have emerged, segmentation of cursive script
into characters is still an unresolved problem [Zeki 2005]. Character segmentation
strategies are divided into two categories [Elyacobi 1999]; explicit and implicit
segmentation.

2.3.1. Explicit Segmentation
In the explicit segmentation (or dissection segmentation), words are explicitly
or externally segmented into characters or primitives (like strokes intersection points,
inflection points, and loops) which are then recognized individually. Contextual high
level knowledge (lexical, syntactic or semantic knowledge) is then used to ensure the
proper word identification. This approach is usually more expensive due to the
increased complexity of finding optimum word hypotheses. Projection analysis,
connected component processing, and white space and pitch finding are some of the
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common dissection techniques used in Arabic OCR systems [Khorsheed 2002], [Zeki
2005].

2.3.2. Implicit Segmentation
In the implicit segmentation, characters are segmented while being recognized,
hence, it is also called recognition-based segmentation or straight segmentation. It
searches the image for components that match predefined classes. Segmentation is
performed by use of recognition confidence, including syntactic or semantic
correctness of the overall result. The advantage of the recognition-based segmentation
technique is that no accurate character segmentation path is necessary. Thus, it
bypasses the character segmentation stage and the recognition errors are mainly due to
failures during the classification stage [Zeki 2005]. In this approach, two different
methods can be employed; method that make some search process and method that
segment a feature representation of the image
The first one attempts to segment words into characters or other units without
use of feature based dissection algorithms. Rather, the image is divided systematically
into many overlapping pieces without regard to content. The basic principle of this
method is to use a mobile window of variable width to provide the tentative
segmentations which are confirmed (or not) by the classification [Al-Badr 1995],
[Zeki 2005].
On the other hand, the second method segments the image implicitly by
classification of subsets of spatial features collected from the image as a whole. In this
method, HMM-based approaches represent the word model as a change of subHMM’s. The object of HMM’s is to model variations in printing or cursive writing as
an underlying probabilistic structure, which is not directly observable [Gilloux 1993],
[Mohamed 1996].

2.4. Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is the problem of “extracting from the raw data the
information which is the most relevant for classification purposes, in the sense of
minimizing the within class pattern variability while enhancing the between class
pattern variability” [ Devijver 1982].
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The extracted features must be invariant to the expected distortions and
variations that character may have in a specific application. Also the phenomenon
called the curse of dimensionality [Duda 2001] cautions us that with a limited training
set, the number of features must be kept reasonably small if a statistical classifier is to
be used. A rule of thumb is to use five to ten times as many training patterns of each
class as dimensionality of each class [Jain 1982].
Feature extraction is one of the most difficult and important problems of
pattern recognition and an important step in achieving good performance of character
recognition system. A feature extraction method that proves to be successful in one
application domain may turn out not to be very useful in another domain. In practice,
the requirements of a good feature extraction method make selection of a good feature
extraction method for a given method a challenging task.
The choice of feature extraction method limits or dictates the nature and
output of the preprocessing step. Some feature extraction methods work on gray level
sub images of single characters, while other work on solid 4-connected or 8-connected
symbols segmented from the binary raster image, thinned symbols or symbol
contours. Furthermore the type of features extracted must match the requirements of
the chosen classifier. [Trier 1996]
Feature types can be categorized into three main groups: structural features,
statistical features and global transformations.

2.4.1. Structural Features
Structural features are the most popular features investigated by researchers
[Govindan 1990]. Structural features describe a pattern in terms of its topology and
geometry by giving its global and local properties. Structural features can highly
tolerate distortions and variations in writing styles (multi-font) but extracting them
from images is not always easy. A combination of several structural features could
enhance the overall recognition rate. The structural features used in the literature
depend on the kind of pattern to be classified [Al-Badr 95].
In the case of characters, the features include strokes and bays in various
directions, end points, intersection points, loops, dots, and zigzags. Some researchers
use the height, width, number of crossing points, and the category of the pattern
(character body, dot, etc.); the presence and number of dots and their position with
respect to the baseline; the number of concavities in the four major directions, the
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number of holes, and the state of several key pixels; the number of strokes or radicals
and the size of the stroke’s frame; and the connectivity of the character.
In the case of primitives, the features extracted include the direction of
curvature (e.g., clockwise), the type of the feature point at which a curve was
segmented (cross point, etc.); the direction, slope, and length of strokes; the length of
a contour segment, the distance between the start and end point of the contour
projected on the x- and y-axis, and the difference in curvature between the start and
end points; and the length of vectors in the four major directions that approximate a
curve.
Sometimes the pattern is divided into several zones and several types of
geometric features in each zone are registered and counted, with some features
constrained to specific zones. Those features include the number of concavities, holes,
cross points, loops, and dots; the number and length of the contour segments; the zone
with maximum (minimum) number of pixels; and concavities in the four major
directions.

2.4.2. Statistical Features
Statistical features can be easily and quickly extracted from a text image; they
can tolerate moderate noise and variation, and systems may be trained automatically
for new fonts. The main difficulty, though, is to find an optimal set of features that
would properly partition the space and are efficient to extract and classify.
The statistical features used for Arabic text recognition include: zoning,
characteristic loci, crossings and moments. [Al-Badr 1995]
• Zoning
Features are extracted by dividing a character into overlapping or non-overlapping
regions and using the densities of pixels in these regions as features.
• Characteristic Loci
It counts the number of zero and one segments a vertical line crosses in the pattern
and the length of each segment.
• Crossings and Distances
2B

It counts the number of times a set of radial lines at different angles (e.g., 16 lines
at 0, 22.5”, 45”, etc.) cross the pattern. This method tolerates distortions and small
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variations and is fast to calculate. Also, the distance of line segments from a given
boundary, such as the upper and lower portion of the frame, can be used as
statistical features.
• Moments
3B

Moments is one of the most popular statistical approaches used widely in visual
pattern recognition ever since they were introduced by Hu in 1961. Abstractly,
when a pattern is visualized as an nth degree polynomial, the nth moments are the
coefficients of that polynomial. Invariant moments of a pattern about its center of
gravity are invariant to translation, rotation and scaling [Gonzalez 2002]. Moments
are considered as series expansion representation since the original image can be
completely reconstructed from the moment coefficients. Invariant moments are
sensitive to any change and multi-font recognition [Khorsheed 2002].

2.4.3. Global Transformations:
The transformation scheme converts the pixel representation of the pattern to
an alternate more abstract representation which reduces the dimensionality of features.
In general, transformation schemes can be easily applied and tolerate noise and
variation. However, they sometimes require the use of additional features, in
conjunction, to obtain high recognition rates. [Al-Badr 1995]
The most common transformation techniques used for off-line Arabic
character recognition are:
• Projections
4B

Projection histograms can be interpreted as horizontal and vertical bar masks. They
transform a two-dimensional image into two one-dimensional histograms. Due to
their sensitivity to small rotations in the images, projection histograms cannot be
used as the only features in classification. If used in combination with other
features, histograms may offer useful additional information.
• Fourier Descriptors
Fourier descriptors are used for characterizing the outer boundary of a character.
The first coefficients describe the most coarse shape of the character. The amount
of details is increased as more coefficients are included. Those descriptors are
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invariant to translation, rotation, and scaling and can tolerate moderate boundary
variations.
• Coding
One of the most popular coding schemas used is Freeman’s chain code. This
coding is essentially obtained by mapping the strokes of a character into a 2-D
parameter space, which is made up of codes. [Khorsheed 2002]
• Hough Transform
The Hough Transform is a standard technique for detecting features as lines in a
given image. Its principal concept is to define a mapping between an image space
and a parameter space. This technique is known for its capacity of absorption of
distortions as well as noises. These features are used to recognize Arabic printed
characters in their different shapes [Amor 2006], [ Touj 2003].
• Gabor Transform
Gabor transform has been widely used in pattern recognition domain. It is a
variation of the windowed Fourier transform. In this case, the window used is not a
discrete size but is defined by a Gaussian function. [Hamamoto 1996], [Su 2007]

2.5. Classification:
As in many areas of Image Analysis, Arabic character recognition systems
extensively use the methodologies of pattern recognition, which assigns an unknown
sample into a predefined class. There are four main techniques used,
1. Template Matching,
2. Statistical Techniques,
3. Syntactic Techniques,
4. Neural Networks.
The above techniques use either holistic or analytic strategies for the training
and recognition stages [Amin 1997], [Dehghan 2001] where,
• Holistic (Global) strategy employs top down approaches for recognizing the full
word, eliminating the segmentation problem. This approach can be used for
particular applications where the size of the vocabulary is small (as would be the
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case in a typical application such as the recognition of the legal amount in cheques
provided the words in the phrase are well isolated).
• Analytic strategy employs bottom up approaches. Word is considered as a
sequence of smaller components like strokes, characters or graphemes. The word is
identified by extracting and recognizing its constituent components. Explicit or
implicit segmentation algorithms are required for this strategy. This not only adds
extra complexity to the problem, but also introduces segmentation error to the
system. However, with the cooperation of segmentation stage, the problem is
reduced to the recognition of simple isolated characters or strokes, which can be
handled for recognition applications that involve large-size vocabularies

Holistic Strategy

Analytic Strategy

Whole word recognition

Subword (strokes or graphemes)
recognition

Limited vocabulary

Unlimited vocabulary
Requires explicit or implicit

No segmentation

segmentation
Table (2.1): Classification strategies; Holistic versus Analytic

2.5.1. Template Matching:
Template matching and correlation methods basically compare a pattern pixelby-pixel to a set of pattern templates; the pattern is considered to belong to the class
of the template to which it is most similar.
A gray-level or binary input character is directly compared to a standard set of
stored prototypes. According to a similarity measure (e.g., Euclidean, Mahalanobis,
Jaccard, or Yule similarity measures, etc.), a prototype matching is done for
recognition. The matching techniques can be as simple as one-to-one comparison or
as complex as decision tree analysis in which only selected pixels are tested. Although
direct matching method is intuitive and very fast to execute, the recognition rate of
this method is very sensitive to noise.
An alternative method is the use of deformable templates, where an image
deformation is used to match an unknown image against a database of known images.
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In [Jain 97], two characters are matched by deforming the contour of one to fit the
edge strengths of the other. A dissimilarity measure is derived from the amount of
deformation needed, the goodness of fit of the edges, and the interior overlap between
the deformed shapes.

2.5.2. Statistical Techniques (Decision Theoretic)
In the statistical approach, each pattern is represented in terms of d-features or
measurements and is viewed as a point in a d-dimensional space. The goal is to
choose those features that allow pattern vectors belonging to different categories to
occupy compact and disjoint regions in a d-dimensional feature space. Given a set of
training patterns from each class, the objective is to establish decision boundaries in
the feature space which separate patterns belonging to different classes. In the
statistical decision theoretic approach, the decision boundaries are determined by the
probability distributions of the patterns belonging to each class, which must either be
specified or learned. [Jain 2000], [Duda 2001]
Statistical decision theory is concerned with statistical decision functions and a
set of optimality criteria, which maximizes the probability of the observed pattern
given the model of a certain class [Devijver 1982]. Statistical techniques are mostly
based on three major assumptions,
1) Distribution of the feature set is Gaussian or in the worst-case uniform.
2) There are sufficient statistics available for each class.
3) Given ensemble of images, one is able to extract a set of features {fi}∈ {1, …, d}
which represents each distinct class of patterns.
The major statistical approaches applied in the OCR field are listed below.

2.5.2.1. Nonparametric Recognition
This method is used to separate different pattern classes along hyperplanes
defined in a given hyperspace. The best-known method of nonparametric
classification is the nearest neighbor classifier and is extensively used in OCR [Blue
1994]. It does not require a priori information about the data. An incoming pattern is
classified using the cluster, whose center is the minimum distance from the pattern
over all the clusters.
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2.5.2.2. Parametric Recognition
Since a priori information is available about the characters in the training data,
it is possible to obtain a parametric model for each character. A common statistical
method used in OCR is the Bayesian classification [Al-Yousefi 1992], [Duda 2001].
Bayes’ classifier minimizes the total average loss. Given an unknown symbol
described by its feature vector, the probability that the symbol belongs to a certain
class is computed for all classes. The symbol is then assigned the class which gives
the maximum probability.
For this classifier to be optimal, the probability density functions of the
symbols of each class must be known, along with the probability of occurrence of
each class. The latter is usually solved by assuming that all classes are equally
probable. The density function is usually assumed to be normally distributed, and the
closer this assumption is to reality, the closer the Bayes’ classifier comes to optimal
behavior.
Bayes classifier for Gaussian classes is specified completely by the mean
vector and covariance matrix of each class. These parameters specifying the
classifiers are obtained through a training process. During this process, training
patterns of each class is used to compute these parameters and descriptions of each
class are obtained.
2.5.2.3. Hidden Markov Modeling (HMM)
Hidden Markov Models have been found extremely efficient for a wide
spectrum of applications, especially speech processing [Rabiner 1986, 1989]. This
success has motivated researchers to implement HMM’s in character recognition.
HMM is qualified as a suitable tool for cursive script recognition for its capability of
naturally modeling temporal information [Bunke 1995], [Cho 1995].
HMM is a doubly stochastic process, with an underlying stochastic process that
is not observable (hence the word hidden), but can be observed through another
stochastic process that produces the sequence of observations. The hidden process
consists of a set of states connected to each other by transitions with probabilities,
while the observed process consists of a set of outputs or observations, each of which
may be emitted by each state according to some probability density function (pdf).
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Depending on the nature of this pdf, several HMM classes can be distinguished.
If the observations are naturally discrete or quantized using vector quantization [Gray
1984, 1998], and drawn from a codebook, the HMM is said to be discrete. If these
observations are continuous, we are dealing with a continuous HMM, with a
continuous pdf usually approximated by a mixture of normal distributions. Another
family of HMM’s, a compromise between discrete and continuous HMM’s, are semicontinuous HMM’s that mutually optimize the vector quantized codebook and HMM
parameters under a unified probabilistic framework [El- Yacoubi 1999].
There are many ways that HMM’s had been applied to character and word
recognition. A state can represent a character class or it can represent a sub character
symbol or feature. A model can represent a character, a word or even a complete
lexicon. Classification methods therefore vary, a set of character models may be used
in which case a maximum likelihood solution can be found by scoring each model as
to how close it matches the unknown pattern. Alternatively the classes may be
distributed within a model such that the classification depends on the state sequence
of the model which best fits the pattern. HMM is covered in more details in chapter 6.

2.5.3. Syntactic (Structural) Techniques
In many recognition problems involving complex patterns, it is more
appropriate to adopt a hierarchical perspective where a pattern is viewed as being
composed of simple sub-patterns which are themselves built from yet simpler subpatterns. The simplest/elementary sub-patterns to be recognized are called primitives
and the given complex pattern is represented in terms of the interrelationships
between these primitives.
In syntactic pattern recognition, a formal analogy is drawn between the
structure of patterns and the syntax of a language. The patterns are viewed as
sentences belonging to a language, primitives are viewed as the alphabet of the
language, and the sentences are generated according to a grammar. Thus, a large
collection of complex patterns can be described by a small number of primitives and
grammatical rules. The grammar for each pattern class must be inferred from the
available training samples. [Al-Badr 1995]
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The use of syntax to express structure is a disadvantage of the structural
approach, since patterns can have infinite variations and do not always adhere to the
strict mathematical constraints set by the formal languages theory [Govindan 1990].

2.5.4. Neural Networks
A neural network (NN) is defined as a computing architecture that consists of
a massively parallel interconnection of adaptive “neural” processors. Because of its
parallel nature, it can perform computations at a higher rate compared to the classical
techniques. Because of its adaptive nature, it can adapt to changes in the data and
learn the characteristics of input signal. An NN contains many nodes. The output from
one node is fed to another one in the network and the final decision depends on the
complex interaction of all nodes. In spite of the different underlying principles, it can
be shown that most of the NN architectures are equivalent to statistical pattern
recognition methods.
Arabic OCR using neural networks can simply cluster the feature vectors in
the feature space, or they can integrate feature extraction and classification stages by
classifying characters directly from images. Generally speaking, the common
architecture of NN’s used in Arabic OCR is a network with three layers: input, hidden
and output. The number of nodes in the input layer varies according to the
dimensionality of the feature vector or the segment image size. The number of nodes
in the hidden layer governs the variance of samples that can be correctly recognized
by this NN. [Khorsheed 2002]
A brief description and comparison of the mentioned classification approaches
is summarized in the following table,
Recognition
function
Correlation,
Distance measure
Discriminate
function

Approach

Representation

Template Matching

Pixels

Statistical

Features

Syntactic/Structural

Primitives

Rules/ Grammar

Neural Networks

Pixels, Features

Network function

Typical
criterion
Classification
error
Classification
error
Acceptance
error
Mean square
error

Table (2.2): Classification Approaches Comparison
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2.5.5. Hybrid Approaches
To improve recognition performance, a trend now is to build hybrid systems,
which use diverse feature types and combinations of classifiers arranged in layers.
Using a fusion method between hybrid approaches, improved system performance can
be achieved. [Magdy 2007]
As a result, increasingly many researchers now use combinations of the above
feature types and classification techniques to improve the performance of Arabic OCR
systems, but most of them applied it on handwritten Arabic scripts. These researches
found it a very promising approach in improving the recognition accuracy. [Al-Badr
1995], [Gouda 2004]

2.6. Post-Processing
The review of the recent OCR research indicates minor improvements when
only shape recognition of the character is considered. Therefore, the incorporation of
context and shape information in all the stages of OCR systems is necessary for
meaningful improvements in recognition rates. This is done in the post-processing
stage with a feedback to the early stages of OCR.
Post-processing is used to improve the word recognition rate (as opposed to
character recognition rate) by correcting the output of the OCR system based on
linguistic (Natural Language Processing (NLP)) knowledge. The linguistic level could
be either on character level, lexical level (spell checker), morphological level (using a
morphological analyzer, to detect all possible word forms), and up to the syntactic,
higher level semantic, and discourse levels.
On the character level, statistical information derived from the training data
and the syntactic knowledge such as n-grams improves the performance of the
matching process.
On the lexical level, spell checking and correction operations are used. Spell
checking can be as simple as looking up words in a lexicon. To improve the speed of
lookup, a lexicon is sometimes represented as a tree. When spell checking fails, the
Viterbi algorithm is used to find alternate words whose characters, with a high
probability, can be interchanged with the original ones, using a HMM for each word
[Amin 1989].
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Morphological analyzer is used to first remove prefixes and suffixes and then
reduce the resulting word to its root. This method of representing a word as a root and
a pattern (the pattern specifies how the root relates to the original word) can
considerably reduce the size of the dictionary (at the expense of some computation)
[Al-Badr 1995], [Sari 2002].
In sentence level, the resulting sentences obtained from the output of the
recognition stage can be further processed through parsing in the post-processing
stage to increase the recognition rates. The recognition choices produced by a word
recognizer can be represented by a graph as in the case of word level recognition.
Then, the grammatically correct paths over this graph are determined by using
syntactic knowledge. However, post-processing in sentence level is rather in its
infancy, especially for languages other than English, since it requires extensive
research in linguistics and formalism in the field of AI. [Gouda 2004]
As a technique for post-processing, recognition rates confusion matrix is
extracted from the OCR output. This information is rewritten in the form of
production rules. These rules are later used to detect the substituted characters [Sari
2002].

2.7. Machine-Printed Arabic OCR Survey
Earlier surveys discussed both machine-print and handwriting, with much
more discussion of machine-print [Al-Badr 1995], [Amin 1998], [Khorsheed 2002].
Within the past 10 years, many approaches had been developed to produce reliable
Arabic OCR systems. The most obvious systems can be briefed as follows.
In 1998, Al-Badr et al. presented a holistic recognition system based on shape
primitives that were detected with mathematical morphology operations. They used a
single font, and training was on idealized isolated samples. These operators are
normally very sensitive to noise generated from the scanner, and could also degrade in
low resolutions. They achieved 27% CER for a limited lexicon. [Al-Badr 1998]
BBN developed a script-independent methodology for OCR, which had been
tested on English, Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, and other languages [Makhoul 1998]
using their HMM-based speech recognizer with statistical features from image frames
(vertical strips). Only the lexicon, language model, and training data depended on the
language. In 1999, Bazzi et al. presented a modified system for English and Arabic in
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which the lexicon was unlimited. The DARPA Arabic OCR Corpus was used for
testing. The system achieved a CER of 4.7% for an omnifont database. [Bazzi 1999],
[Lu 1999].
In 1999, Khorsheed et al, have presented a technique for extracting structural
features from word’s skeleton for recognition without prior segmentation. After
preprocessing, the skeleton of the binary word image was decomposed into a number
of segments in a certain order. Each segment was transformed into a feature vector.
The target features were the curvature of the segment, its length relative to other
segment lengths of the same word, the position of the segment relative to the centroid
of the skeleton and detailed description of curved segments. The result of this method
was used to train the Hidden Markov Model to perform the recognition. [Khorsheed
1999] This system depends highly on a predefined lexicon which acts as a look-up
dictionary, so it can be applied only to a single font and for a very limited vocabulary
size.
In 1999, Gillies et al. adopted an explicit segmentation followed by
recognition approach The Arabic cursive word was segmented into basic primitives
which could be a part of a character or a whole character. The characters were then
reconstructed from the recognized primitives. Using a chain code features and neural
network classifier, the system performance applied on multi-fonts Arabic database
achieved was about 7% CER at scanning resolution 200dpi and limited lexicon.
[Gillies 1999]
In 2000, Khorsheed et al. transformed each word in a certain lexicon into a
normalized polar image, then a two dimensional Fourier transform was applied to the
polar image. The resultant spectrum tolerates variations in size, rotation or
displacement. Each word was represented by a template that includes a set of Fourier
coefficients. The recognition was based on a normalized Euclidean distance from
those templates. This method showed CER of 10% but for a fixed lexicon size.
[Khorsheed 2000]
In 2001, Abdelazim recognized the Arabic word using a segmentation-free
sequential algorithm, and an entropy-based stopping criteria for character-to-character
recognition. The CER achieved average 3.5 % when the system was tested on 10
different fonts. [Abdelazim 2001]
In 2001, Cheung et al. proposed an Arabic OCR system, which uses a
recognition-based segmentation technique. A mobile window of variable width was
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used to provide the tentative segmentations which were confirmed (or not) by the
classification. Chain codes were used in the feature extraction stage while string
matching was used in the classification stage achieving 10 % CER. [Cheung 2001]
In 2002, Hamami and Berkani developed a structural approach to handle many
fonts and it included rules to prevent over-segmentation. The developed system can
recognize multi-font of Arabic script at about 1.44% CER. [ Hamami 2202]
In 2003, Sarfraz et al. presented a technique for the automatic recognition of
Arabic printed text using NN’s. The main features of the system were preprocessing
(noise removal and skew detection and correction) of the text, segmentation of the
text to individual characters, feature extraction using moment invariant technique and
recognition using RBF Network. CER reached by the system is about 27% for a unifont database. [Sarfraz 2003]
In 2007, Khorsheed developed a system to recognize cursive Arabic text. The
proposed system was based on HMM Toolkit basically designed for speech
recognition purpose. The system was segmentation-free with easy to extract statistical
features. The achieved system performance was about 5% CER for multi-font Arabic
database. [Khorsheed 2007]
It is remarkable that OCR systems in general are being developed since
decades, tens of research Arabic OCR pilots have been produced by the academia, and
handful Arabic OCR products are even available in the market. However, a reliable
Arabic OCR software that works on real-life (multi-font, multi-size, maybe noisy,…)
documents at a practically acceptable average WER within 3% is yet away from being
H

available in the market . [Kanungo 1997], [Windows Magazine Middle East, April
H

2007]
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CHAPTER 3

Arabic Lines and Words Decomposition

Given font/type-written text rectangle bitmaps extracted from digitally
scanned pages, inferring the boundaries of lines hence complete words is a
preprocessing vital to whatever OCR system while the recognition process itself as
well as the post-processing necessary for producing the recognized text.
Decomposing the target text block into lines hence into words is perhaps the
most fundamental such preprocessing where errors add in the overall WER of the
whole OCR system. This can be shown as follows:

a = 1 − e = (1 − eD ) ⋅ (1 − eR ) = 1 − (eD + eR − eD ⋅ eR )
Q eD ⋅ eR << 1

Eq. (3.1)

∴ e ≈ eD + eR
where eD is the decomposition WER, eR is the recognition WER, and e is the overall
WER. It is hence obvious how critical is the reliability of the lines & words
decomposer to the viability of the whole OCR system.
Histogram-based methods are commonly used for lines & words
decomposition.

Despite

being

commonly

used,

simple-to-implement,

and

computationally efficient, the histogram-based approach may be vulnerable to some
idiosyncrasies of real-life documents especially as per noise and complex textual
formats [Al-Badr 1995].
Based on this approach and to overcome its shortcomings, especially with
Arabic script, a more robust algorithm for lines/words decomposition especially in
Arabic, or Arabic dominated text rectangles from real-life multifont/multisize
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documents is developed and discussed in this chapter. This algorithm has proved
robust on realistic Arabic, or Arabic dominated, documents after the extensive
experimentation presented in section 3.2.

3.1. Enhanced Histogram-Based Lines & Words Decomposition Algorithm
The enhanced algorithm presented here is simply composed of a sequential
series of processing procedures whose overall logical structure may be briefed in the
following steps:
1. Filtering.
2. Getting the Darkness & Brightness Centroids.
3. Writing-Lines Decomposition.
3.1. Physical Writing Lines Decomposition.
3.1.1. Initial Lines Decomposition.
3.1.2. Refined Lines Decomposition.
3.2. Logical Writing-Lines Concatenation.
4. Writing-Lines Grouping.
5. Part-of-Words Decomposition.
6. Full Words Concatenation.
6.1. Eliminating Rouge Spaces Among Part-of-Words.
6.2. Clustering Inter-word/Intra-Word Spaces.
These steps are presented in what follows as a sequence of cascaded steps
applied to the sample Arabic text rectangle bitmap shown in Figure (3.1) as a running
example visualizing the dynamics of that decomposition process.

Figure (3.1): Sample Arabic text rectangle bitmap; Laser-printed, photocopied once,
and scanned at 300 dpi & 256 gray shades.
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3.1.1. Step 1; Filtering
The target text rectangle bitmap is passed through a median filter in order to
clean the salt & pepper noise [Pratt 1991], [Gonzalez 2002] typically occurring in
noisy images extracted, for example, from photocopied documents. In our study, a
5×5 median filter has proved effective for cleaning input scanned text images like our
running example in Figure (3.1) which is turned after that filtering into the one just
below in Figure (3.2).

Figure (3.2): Sample text rectangle bitmap after median filtering.

3.1.2. Step 2; Getting the Darkness & Brightness Centroids
For deciding about the blankness of horizontal/vertical pixels-scan-lines in
later steps of this algorithm, it is necessary to accurately determine the centroid of
darkness cD , and the centroid of brightness cB . We apply the famous K-means
clustering algorithm on the gray values histogram of the pixels population in the target
text image, on the standard scale from 0 (darkest)-to-255 (brightest), to accurately
acquire cD and cB .
Figure (3.3) shows such a histogram of our running example along with the
darkness and brightness centroids resulting from the application of the K-means
algorithm. For two-color images cD = 0, and cB = 255.
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Figure (3.3): Gray values histogram of the pixels population of the sample text
rectangle.

3.1.3. Step 3; Writing-Lines Decomposition
Getting the vertical range [yi,bottom , yi,top] of each writing line Li , whose height
hi = yi,top - yi,bottom is accomplished through the two following sub-steps; 3.1 and 3.2:
3.1.3.1. Step 3.1; Physical Writing Lines Decomposition
This sub-step is trivially done once we get rationally able to decide about
whether a given horizontal scan-line lj is blank or non-blank. Intuitively, lj is blank if
the following condition is true;
k = x Righti

∑ (255 − p(k , j )) ≤ w ⋅ (255 − c
i

k = x Righti − wi +1

B

)

Eq. (3.2)

where wi is the effective width of Li to which lj belongs. This means the decision is
tolerable to noise within the amount that locates cB in step 2. As wi is yet unknown till
the writing-lines decomposition is done, we go around this circular problem by
dividing sub-step 3.1 in turn into the following two sub-steps; 3.1.1 and 3.1.2:
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A. Step 3.1.1; Initial Lines Decomposition
Here, initial writing lines L∗i with vertical ranges

[y

∗
i,bottom

,

yi∗,top ] and

heights hi∗ = yi∗,top − yi∗,bottom , are computed with the blankness condition modified to:
k =W −1

∑ (255 − p(k , j)) ≤ W ⋅ (255 − c

B

k =0

)

Eq. (3.3)

Noting that wi ≤ W, all the scan-lines decided to be non-blank are truly so, according
to Eq. (3.2), while few short scan-lines may be falsely decided blank and have to be
reconsidered in the next sub-step 3.1.2. Figure (3.4) shows the result of sub-step 3.1.1
applied on our running text-image example.

Figure (3.4): Sample text rectangle bitmap after initial lines decomposition.
B. Step 3.1.2; Refined Lines Decomposition

Now, for each scan-line lj judged as blank in the previous sub-step 3.1.1; it
gets re-tested in this sub-step 3.1.2 with the blankness condition modified to:
k = xRight n ( j )

∑

(255 − p (k , j )) ≤ wn ( j ) ⋅ (255 − cB )

k = xRight n ( j ) − wn ( j ) +1

Eq. (3.4)

where n(j) is defined as the index of the nearest writing-line, as obtained from the
sub-step 3.1.1, to the scan-line lj. After this second pass of blankness decisions; the
writing lines Li are accordingly re-labeled as shown in Figure (3.5).
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Figure (3.5): Sample text rectangle bitmap after refined lines decomposition.

For initially decomposed writing-lines L∗i ; their vertical darkness histograms
g i* (k ) given by
g (k ) =
*
i

j = y i*,top

∑ (255 − p(k , j))

Eq. (3.5)

j = y i*,bottom

are pruned from both tails in a farther-first manner to avoid false extensions due to
any parasitic signals (e.g. noise) while computing the effective widths wi of those
initially decomposed writing-lines. In our experiments; it has been found best to prune
masses beyond μi ± 2·σi of the mentioned histograms.
3.1.3.2. Step 3.2; Logical Writing-Lines Concatenation

Orthography in general, and Arabic script in specific, is full of dots and
diacritics over and under the basic bodies of graphemes [Al-Badr 1995], [Attia 2004].
This may, especially with short lines, cause sub-step 3.1 produce false thin physical
writing-lines which logically belong to thick neighbors. In such cases, these
neighboring physical writing-lines have to be unified in logical ones.
To realize that concatenation, a concatenation test is iterating until it states
false for all the writing-lines in the target text-image. For a writing-line Li , the
concatenation conditions with its neighbors Li-1;i>0 and Li+1;i<imax-1 are respectively;
y
− yi ,top
hi
< α ) AND( i −1,bottom
< β)
hi −1
hi −1
− yi +1, top
y
h
= ( i < α ) AND( i ,bottom
< β)
hi +1
hi +1

ConcatBefore = (

Eq. (3.6)

ConcatAfter

Eq. (3.7)
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If neither of the conditions is TRUE, no concatenation occurs and the test
advances to the next writing-line. If either condition is TRUE, concatenation happens
with the corresponding line, and the test resumes iterating at the first writing-line on
top of text image. If both conditions are TRUE, concatenation happens with the closer
writing-line, and the test resumes iterating at the first writing-line on top of text
image.
As per the nature of Arabic script, our extensive experiments show that, the
best values for α and β are 0.35 and 0.30 respectively. Figure (3.6) shows the resulting
logical writing lines of our running example after applying sub-step 3.2.

Figure (3.6): Sample text rectangle bitmap after logical writing lines concatenation.

3.1.4. Step 4; Writing-Lines Grouping
Heights of writing lines are usually considered as a rough, never an accurate,
indication of the font size they are written in. So, gathering the writing lines in a given
text image in groups, where the heights of these lines in the same group are of a
sufficiently small variance, may be useful for the recognition process that might tune
some parameters for each group according to say its average height.
Far more importantly, this grouping is a necessary auxiliary step towards
deciding whether a given space between successive separate word segments is an
inter or intra word space. See step 6 .
We here group the writing-lines so that the standard deviation of the writinglines heights σg in each group and the average of these heights hg satisfy the condition
σg ≤ γ · hg.
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In our experiments, γ is tuned to 0.2. The 1st and 2nd writing lines from the top
of Figure (3.6) are gathered in one group, while the rest are gathered in another one.

3.1.5. Step 5; Part-of-Words Decomposition
In this step, part-of-word segments on each writing line Li are separated by the
vertical spaces among them. This is easily done once we get able to decide whether a
given vertical scan-line segment at x = k within the range of Li is blank or non-blank.
Similar to formula (3.2) in step 3.1; such a blankness condition is formulated as:
j = y i ,top

∑ (255 − p(k , j )) ≤ h ⋅ (255 − c

j = y i ,bottom

i

B

)

Eq. (3.8)

Figure (3.7) shows the result of decomposing the part-of-word segments in our
running example, with each marked by a surrounding rectangle.

Figure (3.7): Sample text rectangle bitmap after part-of-words decomposition.

3.1.6 Step 6; Full Words Concatenation
Arabic script is quasi-cursive; i.e. words are composed of connectedly written
characters, however, the occurrence of some characters mandates putting an end to
their part-of-word segments and starting any subsequent characters in a new separate
segment. Fortunately, the spaces separating part-of-word segments in different words
(i.e. inter-word spaces) are typically larger than the spaces among part-of-word
segments within the same word (i.e. intra-word spaces).
However, there is no static rule to distinguish intra-word spaces from inter41

word ones. Using an adaptive clustering algorithm, like the one of K-means, is hence
an obvious resort to do that distinction after considering the following two
precautions:
The first precaution is that only spaces coming from the same writing lines
group, as obtained in step 4, are clustered together. The second precaution is more
challenging as it is concerned with eliminating the rogue spaces whose widths are too
large with respect to the other normal inter-word and intra-word spaces in their group.
If rogue spaces are not eliminated, many spaces may falsely be judged as intra-word
spaces!
Rogue spaces - which are eliminated through step 6.1 - emerge due to either
unfiltered noise or special editing structures (e.g. tabs) in the target text-image.
3.1.6.1. Step 6.1; Eliminating Rogue Spaces Among Part-of-Words

This problem is in fact a hard one of outlier's detection as named in the
literature of data mining. Capitalizing on our rich experience about the nature of
Arabic/Arabic-dominated script, a much simpler yet effective heuristic solution is
introduced here. Consider Figure (3.8) illustrating a histogram of a spaces group
where the widths of intra-word spaces, inter-word spaces, and rogue spaces are
plotted.

Figure (3.8): A hypothetical histogram of intra-word, inter-word, and
rogue part-of-word spaces.

The optimal threshold between the intra-word centroid SIntra and inter-word
centroid SInter is SIntra + ½ · (SInter - SIntra). If symmetry around SInter is also assumed, the
cut-off space width for eliminating the rogue spaces can then be expressed as
sCut −Off = sInter + ½ ⋅ ( sInter − s Intra )
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Eq. (3.9)

While the average of all spaces Savg is easily computable, the centroids SIntra
and SInter are unknown. So, we seek an expression of SCut-Off in terms of only Savg. Let
S Intra = ε ⋅ S Inter ;0 ≤ ε < 1

Eq. (3.10)

Substituting from Eq. (3.10) in Eq. (3.9), we get
S Cut −Off = ½ ⋅ (3 − ε ) ⋅ S Inter

Eq. (3.11)

Moreover, with δ is a weighting preference parameter Savg may be expressed as
S avg = S Intra ⋅ (½ + δ ) + S Inter ⋅ (½ − δ );

0≤δ <½

Eq. (3.12)

Substituting in Eq. (3.12); for SIntra from Eq. (3.10), then for SInter from Eq. (3.11), we
get
S Cut −Off =

3−ε
⋅ S avg
(1 − 2 ⋅ δ ) + ε ⋅ (1 + 2 ⋅ δ )

Eq. (3.13)

Setting ε=0, δ=0 at the extreme, results in SCut-Off = 3 · Savg. However, our
empirical knowledge of the Arabic script in general realistic conditions states
ε∈[0.1,0.20], δ∈[0.05,0.1] which produces the simple rogue-spaces cut-off formula
that
SCut −Off ∈ [2.5 ⋅ S avg ,3.15 ⋅ S avg ]

Eq. (3.14)

3.1.6.2. Step 6.2; Clustering Inter-word/Intra-Word Spaces

Once the rogue spaces are eliminated – if any - from a spaces group, the rest of
these spaces in the group are clustered by the K-means algorithm into an intra-word
spaces cluster whose centroid is SIntra and another inter-word spaces cluster whose
centroid is SInter > SIntra.
Figure (3.9) shows the result of diagnosing inter-word spaces, hence
completing the task of decomposing a text rectangle bitmap into whole words.
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Figure (3.9): Sample text rectangle bitmap after full words concatenation.

3.2. Decomposition Algorithm Evaluation
To assess the lines & words decomposition algorithm presented above, we ran
it on a total of 1800 real-life documents evenly covering different kinds of sources,
different levels of image-quality, and different scanning resolutions and color depths
as explained in Table (3.1). This evaluation database has been acquired via a common
hardware of HP 3800 flatbed scanner with TMA, HP Laser jet 1100 printer, and
XEROX 256XT photocopier.
The WER of this algorithm is eD ≡ Ne÷Ntotal ; Ntotal is the total number of
contiguous (i.e. un-spaced) strings in the input text block, and Ne is the number of
wrongly decomposed full-word rectangles that either contain more than one
contiguous strings or contain only part of contiguous strings. Errors due to typing
mistakes, tiny isolated noise stains (recognized harmlessly as dots), and wrongly-split
contiguous numbers (retrieved contiguous in the OCR post-processing), are all not
counted as errors.
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Source of
doc.’s

→

eD (%)

for LASER printed
documents
50 pages, 1081 lines,
12146 words

eD (%)

for Book pages
50 pages, 987 lines,
12524 words

eD (%)

for News Papers
50 pages, 1309 lines,
12870 words

Number of
photocopying

PC#0

PC#1

PC#2

PC#0

PC#1

PC#2

PC#0

PC#1

PC#2

300 dpi,
B&W

0.41

0.59

0.73

0.44

0.61

0.71

0.59

0.71

0.90

300 dpi,
Gray Shades

0.36

0.56

0.66

0.42

0.58

0.68

2.10

2.91

3.67

600 dpi
B&W

0.35

0.50

0.61

0.38

0.53

0.64

0.50

0.63

0.84

600 dpi,
Gray Shades

0.32

0.46

0.57

0.31

0.45

0.59

0.85

1.10

01.43

→

Table (3.1): Results of evaluation experiments on the proposed decomposition
algorithm.

From the previous evaluation, it is easily to infer the following:
•

The WER tends to get higher with more numbers of photocopying (higher
noise).

•

The WER also tends to get lower with higher scanning resolutions.

•

The WER tends to get lower with higher color depths, except for highly noisy
text images (e.g. News Papers) where Black & White (B&W) colors performs
better especially at lower scanning resolution.

•

The algorithm does not collapse with the complexity (multiplicity of fonts &
sizes) of the target text images.

•

It is also rationally robust against the noise levels till News Papers
photocopied twice.
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CHAPTER 4

Autonomously Normalized Horizontal Differential
Features Extraction

Feature extraction is the problem of “extracting from the raw data the
information which is the most relevant for classification purposes, in the sense of
minimizing the within class pattern variability while enhancing the between class
pattern variability" [ Devijver 1982].

Features extraction is one of the most important factors in achieving
high recognition performance in character recognition systems. The extracted features
must be invariant to the expected distortions and variations that character may have in
a specific application. Also, the number of features must be kept reasonably small if a
statistical classifier is to be used (curse of dimensionality) [Duda 2001].
A feature extraction method that proves to be successful in one application
domain may turn out not to be very useful in another domain. Despite the existence of
several image characterization methods [Trier 1996], most of them can only succeed
in integrally identifying an image as a whole. Invariant moments [Gonzalez 2002] is a
famous example that may be good for globally characterizing characters as a whole,
so it can be effectively used in isolated characters recognition. However, applying this
method on the narrow differential frames over words does not lead to an omni-font,
open-vocabulary Arabic OCR systems.
Furthermore, the type of features extracted must match the requirements of the
chosen classifier. In the published literature on HMM-based Arabic font-written OCR,
the underlying features are merely simple time-domain luminosity coded features of
the frames inside the sliding window as those described by BBN [Bazzi 1999],
Gouda[Gouda 2004], and Khorsheed [Khorsheed 2007]. Such features are mainly ad
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hoc combinations of simple partial measurements over the contents of the sliding
window like its center of gravity, the number of black/white segments, the extensions
of these segments, their relative positions within the same segment and maybe across
the adjacent segments, …, etc. Unfortunately, such ad hoc features realized a limited
success in building truly omni font-written Arabic OCR.
As such ad hoc time domain features partially describing the differential
progress of cursively written words are able to realize limited omni-font performance
hence, neatly derived and normalized features fully and losslessly describing these
differentials can be capable to achieving a much superior performance.
One major contribution of the work presented in this thesis is the design of a
mathematically rigorous lossless differential luminosity coding based features. Our
designed features extraction method computes a features vector for each frame while
sliding through each Arabic word from right to left to produce a series of feature
vectors that are injected to the vector quantizer.
The basic philosophy of our Autonomously Normalized Horizontal
Differential Features (ANHDF) proposed is as follows; given a sequence of such a
feature, one can fully retrieve the written script with only a scaling factor as well as
the digital distortion error. The feature proposed here is a time-domain differential one
where the script contour is totally differentiated along the x-direction.

4.1. ANHDF Basic Idea
Within the HMM-based recognition methodology, the information observed
through the signal content of the thin sliding window is differential by definition,
which may hence drive us intuitively to think of a differential design for the features
vector.
Pursuing this line of thought, let each font-written word be formulated in the
x-y plane as a parametrically represented contour; C (t ); x = g x (t ), y = g y (t ) . Regarded

as an analog signal, the width of the sliding window would formally shrink into being
infinitesimally differential, and the simplest features vector to be thought of is the
total derivative of the contour along the horizontal writing direction so that..
f ( x) =

d x C ( x, y )
dx
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Eq. (4.1)

Such a features vector would be fully representative to the writing contours
which are losslessly retrievable via integration. Turning our sight back to the actual
digitized form of the writing contours; C ∗ ( x, y ) , the differential dx is then best
approximated by a width of a single pixel and our features vector turns into the total
difference of the digitized contour along the horizontal writing direction so that..
F i = Δ x C ( x, y ) x = i
∗

Eq. (4.2)

4.2. ANHDF Design Requirements
In the absence of closed-form expressions of the writing contours, how can
this total difference be practically encoded into a manageable features vector? This is
the non-trivial question that arises at this point. Any viable answer must satisfy the
following requirements:
I- That vector must have a finite dimensionality.
II- This dimensionality must also be fixed for any vector extracted from the contents
of the sliding window at any x = i .
III- This dimensionality should be kept as compact as possible.
IV- All the components of that vector should be computable efficiently.
V- Feature vectors sequences corresponding to the same ligature sequences should
remain maximally invariant versus the irregularities irrelevant to the writing
concepts in the subject script; e.g. scale.
While failing to satisfy the first two requirements sets such vector designs
completely out of the HMM recognition paradigm, the failure at satisfying the second
two requirements would produce an unacceptably expensive implementation as per
the time and/or storage at both the training and recognition phases.
Meeting the fifth requirement is a primal factor towards realizing an omni (i.e.
font and size independent) performance of the sought OCR. One key idea towards
producing a features vector design satisfying such a criteria is to consider that each
single-pixel window (henceforth called a slice) at x = i contains a limited maximum
number of vertical dark segments; symbolized by N D . For example, setting N D = 4
for Arabic script is appropriately sufficient.
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The other key idea is to differentially express each segment; sj,i in a subfeature vector;

s j ,i composed of definitely 4 components encoding all the

agglomerative and topological features relative to the segments in the preceding slice
at x = i −1. With a dimensionality of 4 ⋅ N D , the features vector F i derived from each
slice at x = i is then constructed by the union of its sub-feature vectors as follows..
F i = [s1

x =i

∪ s2

x =i

∪ ...s 2

ND

] = U s j ,i
x =i
j =1

Eq. (4.3)

4.3. ANHDF Vectors Design
To explain how to compute the above mentioned sub-feature vectors, consider
Figure (4.1) illustrating a hypothetical pixel-level view of two consecutive slices

Figure (4.1): Word slice and segments

where the segments of each slice are ordered in a bottom-up manner, l i , j & y i , j are
respectively the height and center of gravity of segment sj,i , and Lij & Yij are
respectively the height and center of gravity of the whole slice.
A segment is considered disconnected if it is in 8-connection with none of the
segments in the preceding slice. A whole slice is considered disconnected, if its
preceding slice is empty.
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As all feature vectors must have definitely 4 ⋅ N D dimensions, the feature
vectors derived from slices containing less than N D dark segments are padded with
nullified sub-feature vectors which are assumed to be derived from empty segments.
For any given segment, only 5 distinct topological possibilities can
exhaustively be considered. For each possibility, one formula from those numbered
4.4 to 4.8 below needs be applied to compute the sub-feature vectors whose first two
components encode the agglomerative properties while the last two encode the
topological properties of segments relative to the preceding slice.
Here are the 5 topological possible cases along with the formulae to compute
the sub-feature vectors at each case.
Case 1: For non-empty segments in the initializing slice of the whole word,

⎡ y − y1,1 l1, j
⎤
, , − 1, − 1⎥
s j ,i=1 = ⎢ 1, j
l1,1
⎣ l1,1
⎦

Eq. (4.4)

Case 2: For non-empty disconnected segments in connected slices,
⎡ y − Yi−1 li , j
⎤
s j ,i = ⎢ i , j
,
, − 2, − 2⎥
Li−1
⎣ Li−1
⎦

Eq. (4.5)

Case 3: For non-empty segments in disconnected slices other than the initializing one

of the word,
⎡ y −Y l
⎤
s j ,i = ⎢ i , j i −k , i , j , − 3, − 3⎥
Li−k
⎣ Li−k
⎦

Eq. (4.6)

Where the slice at x = i −k is the nearest preceding non empty slice to the slice at x=i
Case 4: For all empty (i.e. null) segments,

s j ,i = [0, 0, 0, 0]

Eq. (4.7)

Case 5: Otherwise,
⎡ y −Y l
⎤
s j ,i = ⎢ i , j i−1 , i , j , sSTART , j −1 , sEND , j −1 ⎥
Li−1
⎣ Li−1
⎦
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Eq. (4.8)

Where the last two components of formula (4.8) respectively determine the orders of
the most bottom and top segments in the previous slice at x = i −1 which are in 8connection with sj,i.
For example, the features vector at x = i in Figure (4.1) above can be simply
calculated, by the aid of the flowchart shown in Figure (4.2), using formulae (4.8),
(4.5), and (4.7) respectively as follows,
7.1 2
⎡ − 1.9 8
⎤
F i = ⎢[
, ,1,3]U [ , ,−2,−2]U [0,0,0,0]U [0,0,0,0]⎥
20 20
⎣ 20 20
⎦
= [−0.095,0.4,1,3,0.355,0.1,−2,−2,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0].

Input Word

Get frame

Check the frame
case (1, 2, 3, and 4)
and calculate the
features depending
on the case

NO

Is the last
frame?

Yes
End

Figure (4.2): Feature extraction algorithm flowchart

It is obvious that the calculations needed to compute the proposed feature
vectors are straightforward to implement as it only uses simple arithmetical operations
never beyond additions, subtractions, multiplication and divisions. The components of
our features vector comprise both continuously analog as well as quantized values.
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4.4. Features Normalization
From the aforementioned discussion of the design of the feature vectors, the
continuous/discrete hybrid nature of the feature vectors components is obvious. The
first and the second components of sub-feature vectors (agglomerative features) of
segments have continuous values that vary within different ranges. While the third
and the fourth components (topological features) have discrete values that vary within
another range.

a)

b)

c)

d)
Figure (4.3): Feature values density distributions a) for the 1st component, b) for the
2nd component, c) for the 3rd component and d) for the 4th component.
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The first component population tends to follow a natural (Gaussian)
distribution with large values extended along the negative and the positive tails of the
distribution. The second component distribution coincides with the first component
nature in the positive side only, i.e. the distribution has positive tail only and it has no
negative tail.
However, the topological sub-feature vectors components (the third and the
fourth components) take only 8 discrete values [-4,-3…..3]. Figure (4.3) illustrates the
features values distributions for the four sub-feature vectors components of segments.
Due to the wide variation in the ranges of the feature vectors components as
shown in Figure (4.3), normalization of the feature vectors components is needed to
balance the weights of the different dimensions of the feature vectors while
calculating the distances between points in the features space during the clustering
and the recognition phase.
Pruning of extreme values for the first and the second components of the subfeature vectors is essential before normalization, as the extreme values would render
the resolution of the effective region of the features indiscriminative, which would in
turn severely ruin clustering, hence the training and the recognition phases.
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CHAPTER 5

Vector Quantization and Clustering

For using an HMM with a discrete observation symbol density, rather than the
continuous vectors, a vector quantizer is required to map each continuous observation
vector into a discrete codebook index.
Vector Quantization (VQ) has been widely used in the speech processing field
both in the hidden markov modeling of speech for recognition and in low bit-rate
speech coding. The process of VQ enables discrete models to represent continuous
observations by mapping d-dimensional vectors in the vector space Rd into a finite set
of vectors Z = { z i: i = 1, 2, ..., K}. Each vector zi is called a code vector or a
U

U

U

U

codeword (centroid) and the set of all the codewords is called a codebook. Associated
with each codeword, z i, a nearest neighbor region called Voronoi region, and it is
U

U

defined by:

{

}

Vi = x ∈ R d : x − z i ≤ x − z j ,

for all j ≠ i

Eq. (5.1)

The set of Voronoi regions partition the entire space Rd such that:
K

d
UVi = R
i =1
K

IVi = Φ

, for all i ≠ j

Eq. (5.2)

i =1

The VQ process allows the discrete model with its relatively modest
requirement for training data to represent the continuous observations at the expense
of the quantization distortion inherent in mapping all the vectors in a cell onto the
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same label. Different elements are needed in building a VQ codebook and in
implementing a VQ procedure needs which are: a training set, a distance measure,
centroid computation and a clustering algorithm.

5.1. Training Set
In order to design the required codebook, a set of vectors (training set) is
required which should be representative of the type and distribution of vectors
encountered during normal VQ operation. A large training set is the corner stone to
building a VQ codebook The greater the diversity of the training set in covering
possible shapes of input vectors later to be processed by the VQ, the smaller the
quantization error in representing the information with a fixed-size codebook.

5.2. Distance Measure
This is the cost of reproducing an input vector x as one of the K codebook
U

U

vectors. The most common distance measure is the Euclidian distance:
d ( x i , zˆ j ) = x i − zˆ j

Eq. (5.3)

The Euclidean distance works well when a data set has “compact” or
“isolated” clusters [Jain 1999]. The drawback of the direct use of such Minkowski
metric is the tendency of the largest-scaled feature to dominate the others. Solutions to
this problem include normalization of the continuous features (to a common range or
variance) or other weighting schemes.
The main goal behind the VQ algorithm is to determine the optimum set of K
vectors such that the average distortion in replacing each training set vectors (of size
Ns) by the closest entry in the codebook is minimized. This can be phrased
mathematically as finding the set ẑ j for a given K such that

D j = min
zˆ
j

1 Ns
∑ min d ( x i , zˆ j )
N s i=1 1≤ j≤ K

is minimum, where Dj is the average distortion of the vector quantizer.
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Eq. (5.4)

5.3. Centroid Computation
The vector space is partitioned into cells where all input vectors yielding a
common reproduction are grouped together. Each cell is equivalent to a codebook
symbol or entry, and each codebook symbol is represented by its centroid ẑ j . The

assignment of an input vector to one of the codebook symbols is based on the
minimum distance of that vector from all symbol centroids. The centroid in the case
of a squared-error distortion measure is simply the sample mean vector of cluster Cj :
zˆ j =

1
∑x
n j x∈C j

Eq. (5.5)

where nj is the number of samples in cluster Cj.

5.4. Clustering Algorithm
Clustering is the unsupervised classification of patterns (observations, data
items, or feature vectors) into groups (clusters). The reason behind this naming is that
these techniques are concerned with forming classes from training vectors without
benefit of supervision regarding class membership, or the analysis of the statistical
structure of the data. There is no systematic approach to defining the most suitable
number of classes in the codebook. The clustering problem has been addressed in
many contexts and by researchers in many disciplines; this reflects its broad appeal
and usefulness as one of the steps in exploratory data analysis [Jain 1999].

Figure (5.1): A two dimensional space showing samples naturally grouped as
thirteen clusters with their representative centroid
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The aim of clustering is to find some structure in the distribution of a set of
vectors in d-dimensional Euclidian space. In one or two dimensions this can easily be
visualized, for example in Figure (5.1) the sample vectors are clearly distributed as
thirteen clusters. In many pattern recognition problems the dimensionality is much
higher and it becomes impossible to visualize the space.
There are two main types of clustering algorithms; the hierarchical clustering
algorithms and the partitional clustering algorithms. In hierarchical clustering
algorithms, each vector is initially a separate cluster. Then, at each step of the
algorithm the two most similar clusters, based on a predefined distortion measure, are
merged until the desired number of clusters is achieved. In the partitional clustering
algorithms, a fixed number of clusters or classes is used. In each iteration training
vectors are reassigned according to a predefined distortion measure until a stable
partitioning of the vectors is achieved. The two most common methods of partitional
clustering, the K-means and the LBG algorithms are discussed below.

5.4.1. K-Means Algorithm
The K-means algorithm can be considered as the workhorse of clustering
algorithms. The K-Means algorithm is commonly associated with the minimization of
a squared error criterion. K refers to the number of classes in the codebook. The
algorithm works as follows:
1. Perform an initial selection of centroids.
2. Iterate on samples, for each sample,
Find the closest centroid.
Assign the sample to the corresponding cluster.
Recompute the centroid of that cluster.
3. Repeat step 2 until a convergence criterion is met.
Typical convergence criteria include terminating after an iteration where the
cluster memberships of the samples is unchanged, terminating after an iteration where
the centroids are left unchanged, terminating after an iteration where the value of the
objective function is unchanged, or terminating after a maximum number of iterations
is reached. When the data set is large, convergence can be somewhat slow, and the
above terminating criteria are substituted by threshold criteria (e.g., terminating after
an iteration where the objective function decreases by less than a threshold).
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This algorithm systematically decreases the overall distortion, by updating the
codebook. The distortion sometimes converges, however, to a local optimum that may
be significantly worse than the global optimum. Specifically, the algorithm tends to
gravitate towards the local optimum nearest the initial codebook. A global optimum
may be approximately achieved by repeating this algorithm for several types of
initializations, and choosing the codebook having the minimum overall distortion
results.
This algorithm has been experimentally observed that it is dependant on the
order in which the patterns of the training set are selected. Hence it is useful for the
applications where clustering must be done online (Duda 2001).

5.4.2. LBG Algorithm
A method that closely resembles the K-Means algorithm (to the point that it is
sometimes called K−Means) is the clustering algorithm of Linde, Buzo, and Gray
(also known as LBG, or as the Modified Lloyd Algorithm) [Linde 1980]. The
algorithm works as follows,
1. Perform an initial selection of centroids.

2. Iterate on samples: for each sample
Find the closest centroid.
Assign the sample to the corresponding cluster.
3. After iterating on all samples, recompute the centroids using the new assignment of
points to clusters.
4. Repeat step 2 until a convergence criterion is met.
As the LBG algorithm perform a batch training not an online training as that
of the original K-means algorithm, LBG has a distinct computational advantage: the
computation of distances between points and centroids can be done more efficiently,
because neither points nor centroids change during the computation.
The LBG algorithm compensates for the sensitivity of the of the original Kmeans algorithm to the initial values of the centroids by using a “splitting” method for
designing the quantizer from scratch. This initialization requires that the number of
code words is a power of 2. The procedure starts from only one codeword (global
mean of the training set) that, recursively, splits it in two distinct codewords (Linde
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1980). More precisely, the generic mth step consists in the splitting of all vectors
obtained at the end of the previous step.
The splitting criterion is shown in Figure (5.2). It starts from one codeword z.
It splits this vector into two close vectors z + ξ and

z − ξ where ξ is a fixed

perturbation vector.
z +ξ

z
z −ξ

Figure (5.2): LBG centroid splitting

The LBG has a big chance to achieve a better local minimum near the global
one and does not stuck to a local minimum that is nearest to the initial randomly
chosen codebook as that of the original K-means algorithm.
The reasons behind the popularity of the LBG algorithm are [Jain 1999]:
(1) Its time complexity is O(N s ⋅ K ⋅ N iter ) , where Ns is the number of patterns, K is the
number of clusters, and N iter is the number of iterations taken by the algorithm to
converge. Typically, K and N iter are fixed in advance and so the algorithm has
linear time complexity in the size of the data set.
(2) Its space complexity is O(K + Ns). It requires additional space to store the data
matrix. It is possible to store the data matrix in a secondary memory and access
each pattern based on need. However, this scheme requires a huge access time
because of the iterative nature of the algorithm, and as a consequence processing
time increases enormously.
(3) It is order-independent; it generates the same partition of the data irrespective of
the order in which the patterns are presented to the algorithm.

5.5. Clusters Analysis
An important problem in clustering is how to decide what is the best set of
clusters for a given data set, in terms of both the number of clusters and the
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membership of those clusters especially in high dimensions. Generally, it has to be
estimated from the data and usually selected by some heuristics in practice depending
on the application [Duda 2001].
An approach in estimating the optimal number of clusters is to use an
objective function such as the normalized mean square error (EK) between the training
data samples and the centroids of a given codebook [Tibshirani 2001]. Figure (5.3)
shows a typical plot of an error measure for a clustering procedure versus the number
of clusters K employed; the error measure EK decreases monotonically as the number
of clusters K increases, but from some K on the decrease flattens markedly. The

EK

location of such an "elbow" indicates the appropriate number of clusters.

x2

x1

K

Figure (5.3): A two dimensional data with its normalized mean square error function
(EK) on the right plot

However this elbow represents a global minimum of the error over the
centroids and doesn't address the degree of adequacy between the distribution of the
features and the distribution of their representative codebook centroids. This measure
is also a computationally expensive and time consuming measure.
When clustering is just used as a preprocessing step to reduce the complexity
of the data, as in a classification task, K can be chosen pretty large (in order not to
loose too much information about the data). However, it must not be too large to be
afforded later on (trade-off between computational costs of next steps and number of
clusters) and to avoid over clustering.
The final classification results using the testing samples or cross validation is
an optimum objective method used to estimate the best number of clusters. However,
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using this method over a wide range of K is a time consuming process. Hence, in our
work we develop a subjective method for measuring the quality of different sets of
clusters by the visualization of the adequacy between the codebook centroid
distribution generated and the distribution of the data used in clustering.

5.6. The Adequacy Test
As it is infeasible to visualize the multidimensional feature vectors and their
representative codebook distributions if d>3 (as that in Figure (5.1) for the two
dimensional feature vectors); we can use the projections of these distributions in the
d-dimensions as a good visualization aid for these distributions. Our aims behind the
visual representations of the features population density distributions among with the
codebook density distributions projected in the d-dimension are:
1. Estimation of the suitable size of the training set that to be used later in the
codebook design. This can be done by watching the variations in the features
distribution projections in the d-dimensions that occur due to increasing the
training data set size and choosing the size when no further variations occur after
increasing that size (data saturation occurs).
2. Estimating the appropriate codebook size by choosing the codebook that best
matches the distributions of the features in all dimensions.
To achieve our aims, two plots with certain scales are developed. These plots
help us to estimate the best training data set size and the codebook size in order to
achieve the least WER from our OCR recognition system without doing neither
computationally expensive nor time consuming measures. The two plots are described
as follows:
•

The first plot:

It represents the normalized feature density distribution versus the feature values
projected on each dimension of the feature vector as shown in Figure (5.4a), where:

-

The x-axis represents the feature values in each dimension of the feature
vector. In some dimensions 95 % of the feature values are localized within
the normalized range [-1, 1] while the rest of the feature values are
expanded outside this compact range. In order to view all the range of the
features values a companding scale is developed. For the other dimensions,
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all the features values are localized within the normalized range [-1, 1], so
a linear scale is used. The used scaling functions including the companding
and the linear functions can be mathematically described as:
f ( x ) = Sign( x ) ⋅ log 2 (1 + x )
=x

for d = 4i + 1,4i + 2
for d = 4i + 3,4i + 4

Eq. (5.6)

where x is the feature value, d is the dth dimension of the feature vector and
i ∈ {0 K 3} .

-

The y-axis represents the feature density distribution in log10 scale to cope
with the large variations of its values.

a.

b.

Figure (5.4): a) Normalized Feature density distribution projected on d=1,
b) Normalized Code book (size 128) density distribution projected

on d=1.
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•

The second plot :

It represents the normalized codebook density distribution versus the feature
values projected on dth dimension of the feature vector as shown in Figure (5.4 b),
where:
-

The x-axis is the same as that of the first plot.

-

The y-axis represents the codebook density distribution in log2 scale to
cope with the large codebook sizes of order power of 2 generated by LBG
algorithm.

Figures (5.5-5.20) below show the normalized features and codebook
distributions projected on all of the 16 dimensions of our proposed feature vector. In
each dimension, the normalized feature density distribution is shown in the first plot.
Also, various normalized codebook sizes (codebook sizes =2048, 1024, 512 and 256)
density distributions are plotted consecutively below the first plot.
It is obvious from the figures that, in all dimensions, the adequacy degree
between the codebook centroid distributions and the normalized feature density
distributions increases with the increase in the codebook size, taking into
consideration the effect of the cross correlation between different feature vector
components . It is observable that the tails of the feature density distribution in each
dimension is not well represented by the codebook centroids for the small codebook
sizes as most of the centroids are attracted to represent the peaks of the distribution.
The tails are well represented with the codebook centroids as the codebook size
increases.
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Figure (5.5): Normalized features density distributions with its codebooks, of sizes

2048, 1024, 512, 256, density distributions projected on d=1
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Figure (5.6): Normalized features density distributions with its codebooks, of sizes

2048, 1024, 512, 256, density distributions projected on d=.2
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Figure (5.7): Normalized features density distributions with its codebooks, of sizes

2048, 1024, 512, 256, density distributions projected on d=3
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Figure (5.8): Normalized features density distributions with its codebooks, of sizes

2048, 1024, 512, 256, density distributions projected on d=4
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Figure (5.9): Normalized features density distributions with its codebooks, of sizes

2048, 1024, 512, 256, density distributions projected on d=5
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Figure (5.10): Normalized features density distributions with its codebooks, of sizes

2048, 1024, 512, 256, density distributions projected on d=6
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Figure (5.11): Normalized features density distributions with its codebooks, of sizes

2048, 1024, 512, 256, density distributions projected on d=7
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Figure (5.12): Normalized features density distributions with its codebooks, of sizes

2048, 1024, 512, 256, density distributions projected on d=8
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Figure (5.13): Normalized features density distributions with its codebooks, of sizes

2048, 1024, 512, 256, density distributions projected on d=9
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Figure (5.14): Normalized features density distributions with its codebooks, of sizes

2048, 1024, 512, 256, density distributions projected on d=10
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Figure (5.15): Normalized features density distributions with its codebooks, of sizes

2048, 1024, 512, 256, density distributions projected on d=11
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Figure (5.16): Normalized features density distributions with its codebooks, of sizes

2048, 1024, 512, 256, density distributions projected on d=12
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Figure (5.17): Normalized features density distributions with its codebooks, of sizes

2048, 1024, 512, 256, density distributions projected on d=13
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Figure (5.18): Normalized features density distributions with its codebooks, of sizes

2048, 1024, 512, 256, density distributions projected on d=14
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Figure (5.19): Normalized features density distributions with its codebooks, of sizes

2048, 1024, 512, 256, density distributions projected on d=15
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Figure (5.20): Normalized features density distributions with its codebooks, of sizes

2048, 1024, 512, 256, density distributions projected on d=16
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CHAPTER 6
HMM from ASR to OCR

The output of a real-world process may be observed in a form of a continuous
or discrete signal. The objective is to build a signal model that explains and
characterizes the occurrence of the observed output. The domain of possible signal
models can be dichotomized into: the deterministic models and the statistical models
[Rabiner 1989]. The deterministic models exploit some known properties of the
signal, and estimate values of the parameters of the signal model. In the statistical
models, the signal can be well characterized as a parametric random process, and the
parameters of the stochastic process can be estimated in a precise manner. An
example of such statistical models is Hidden Markov Models.
HMM is a powerful tool in the field of signal processing. HMM’s have been
successfully used in speech recognition [Rabiner 1986, 1989]. The application of
HMM’s has been extended to include text recognition [Chen 1994], [Bunke 1995],
[Steinherz 1999]. This is due to the similarities between speech and written words
since they both involve co-articulation, which suggests the processing of symbols
with ambiguous boundaries and variations in appearance.

6.1. ASR and OCR Problems Analogy
Solutions that tackle ASR and font-written OCR are typically based on the
concept of sub-word units (phonemes and graphemes) that are concatenated to form
utterances and words respectively.
In ASR; the speech signal, which is a 1D function of time, is sliced into a
sequence of windows (called frames) and a features vector for each frame is
computed. Frame widths should not be too wide or too narrow [Cho 1995]. When the
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former case holds true, a large portion of the computed feature vectors would be taken
from inter-phoneme regions leading to the inability to neither build stable models nor
recognize the basic units. When the latter condition holds true, the computed feature
vectors would be unable to reflect the local characterizing properties of the signal.
(See Figure (6.1))
As the phoneme widths typically range between 40-to-250 ms, and as the
digital acquisition of speech signals are done at about 44 k bits/s at 256 PCM, a
compromise is easily made in speech and frame widths are typically chosen to be
within 5-to-10 ms where there are enough samples to reflect the local nature of the
signal. In the world of digital speech processing, Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCC’s) [Davis 1980] are the well established and widely agreed-upon features to
characterize the local identity of the speech signal.
On the other hand, the OCR problem is a one of recognizing a 2D text image
signal, with the sliding window moving on the writing direction (from right-to-left in
the case of Arabic) and having a fixed height equal to that of the word/line being
analyzed. (See Figure (6.1))
Selecting the frame width is subject to the same compromise mentioned just
above while talking about speech frames. Taking into consideration the typical
printing resolutions around 1200 dpi, the scanning resolutions ranging from 300 to
600 dpi and the most frequently used font sizes ranging from 10 to 24, it is then easy
to infer that OCR frame widths should not exceed 4 pixels.

Figure (6.1): Sliding window over a speech signal and over a text image bitmap
Despite the existence of well crafted image characterizers that are proven
effective in discriminating images as a whole [Pratt 1991], [Gonzalez 2002], none of
them is very successful to describe text images differentially through a sequence of
narrow frames inside the sliding window. Here comes the main challenge of applying
the OCR-to-ASR analogy; the absence of a standard features set that are able to
locally identify text-image signals in a way that reveals the essential writing concepts
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so that the smallest variance possible is preserved over the feature vectors obtained
from different fonts/sizes of the same sequence of graphemes.(described in chapter 4).
Given the OCR-to-ASR analogy, the widely used approach to solving the ASR
problem is then intuitively quoted for solving the Arabic font-written OCR one.
The writing process, like speech and like any other form of language, starts in
the mind of some human writer when he/she composes a message to be delivered to
his/her intended reader(s). The ultimate goal of this process is to recognize the
message as intended by analyzing the message as observed. This is illustrated by the
famous noisy channel communication model shown in Figure (6.2).
Input
Sequence

W

Message
Producer
Speaker/Writer

Produced
Sequence

U

Message
Channel

Message
Receiver

Observed
Sequence

Listener/ Reader

O

Speech/Text

Received
Sequence

Ŵ

Figure (6.2): Noisy channel communication model where W is the intended message
composed by the producer, and O is the message as observed by the
receiver.
U

U

U

U

The distortion caused by the noisy channel typically leaves us with the
ambiguity problem of having multiple possible perceived sequences from which we
have to recognize the intended message sequence. While building a fully rule-based
language recognizer is almost impossible due to the randomistic nature of the channel
distortion, as well as our typical incomplete knowledge of the laws that govern the
linguistic phenomenon, the goal of a language recognizer (like OCR) of finding the
intended sequence (graphemes/ligatures in the case of OCR) can practically be
achieved stochastically [Attia 2002].
The maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) approach is one of the most
widely-used and mathematically well-founded methodologies in this regard.
According to this methodology, the elected message sequence Ŵ is selected to
maximize the a posteriori probability P( W | O ) over all the possible (producible)
U

U

U

U

messages which is formally expressed as
⎧ P(O | W ) ⋅ P(W ) ⎫
Wˆ = arg max{P(W | O)} = arg max ⎨
⎬ = arg max{P(O | W ) ⋅ P(W )}
P(O)
∀W
∀W
∀W
⎩
⎭
Eq.(6.1)
Where, P(O | W ) is called the likelihood probability which models the forward
conditional stochastic relation between intended/input graphemes and their
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consequent observations, and P( W ) is called the language model that gives the a priori
U

U

marginal probability of any possible sequence of ligatures. The a priori probability of
the observations P( O ) can obviously be omitted from the maximization formula as it
U

U

is independent of W . [Attia 2002]
U

U

In the proposed OCR system - like the ASR one - the likelihood probability
term P(O | W ) is modeled via the public widely-used stochastic methodology of
HMM that has dominated the world of digital speech processing – especially ASR –
during the past two decades. The success of HMM in this regard is appealing for
researchers to deploy it as a suitable tool for cursive script recognition for the
following reasons [Bunke 1995]:
•

HMM’s are stochastic models that can cope with noise, and pattern variations
occurring due to different fonts, sizes, and styles.

•

The number of observations representing an unknown input grapheme/ligature or
word may be of variable length, which is a fundamental requirement in cursive
script as the lengths of individual units may greatly vary.

•

The HMM recognition process implemented via search trellis does not only
produce the MAP optimal sequence, but also the boundaries of the units
comprising this sequence. In Arabic font-written OCR, this eliminates the need for
any heuristic graphemes segmentation processes which are typically not only
difficult but also error-prone.

•

There are rigorously-studied, stable, and computationally efficient algorithms for
both the training, and the recognition using HMM’s. Moreover, off-the-shelf
implementations of such algorithms are easily affordable.
Continuous HMM’s model a sequence of continuous-valued observations. In

order to do this, the model typically represents the observation pdf as a mixture of
Gaussian distributions. This results in a large number of free parameters to be
estimated during the training process hence such models typically have a very large
requirement for training data. However, discrete HMM’s are suitable for modeling
processes that emit a sequence of discrete-valued observations with small number of
free parameters to be estimated during the training process.
Upon the examination of large populations of our proposed feature vectors, it
got clear that it is hard to find mixtures of Gaussians that properly represent that kind
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of hybrid data. So, the decision is made to adopt discrete HMM’s rather than its other
versions.
To build an OCR system that is able to recognize an open-vocabulary Arabic
font-written text with M different graphemes, we construct M different HMM’s each
of them represents one of the Arabic font ligature. To keep HMM search lattices at
reasonable widths, which in turn reduces the computational complexity hence the
recognition WER [Bunke 1995], the word (not the line) has been chosen in our work
as the major unit for training and recognition.

6.2. Theory and Elements of Discrete HMM
HMM is a stochastic process with an underlying finite-state structure. Each
one of these states is associated with a random function. Within a state the signal
possesses some measurable, distinctive properties. Within a discrete period of time,
the process is assumed to be in some state and an observation is generated by the
random function of that state. The underlying Markov chain changes to another state
based on the transition probability of the current state. The sequence of states is
hidden, only the sequence of observations produced by the random function of each
state can be seen.
Consider a discrete word recognizer system that at any instance of time may
only be in one of its state set. The system undergoes a change from one state to
another according to a set of probabilities associated with each state. These transitions
take place in regular spaced discrete periods of time. In other words, a system transits
from state Si at time t to a state Sj at time t+1, t = 1,2,3, ...N (no. of observations) and
i, j = 1,2, ... , L (no. of states/word).
The most important and difficult element to be decided is the number of states,
Lg, in the grapheme model, since there is no systematic approach to do so. As
mentioned before, at each time unit t the model makes a transition from one state to
another or may remain in the same state. This transition is based on a transition
probability related to the previous state. This is called a first-order HMM. When a
state is entered, an observation output is produced based on an observation probability
related to the random function associated with that state. In general, states of an HMM
are interconnected based on the topology of the HMM as discussed in section 6.3.
Another important element to be decided is the number of observation
symbols K per state. The observation symbols correspond to the physical output of the
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system being modeled. For our developed character recognition system, the
observations are semi-continuous and are produced as vectors. In this case the vectors
are quantized into one of the permissible sets using VQ. Individual symbols are
denoted as zˆ 1 , zˆ 2 ,……., zˆ K .
The rest of the elements which characterize the discrete observation HMM are:
1. The initial state probability. This is the probability of being in state Si at t = 1.

π = {π = P(S
i

i

at t = 1)}

Eq. (6.2)

2. The state transition probability. This is the probability of being in state Si at time t,
then transiting to state Sj at time t + 1.

A = {a ij = P(S j at t + 1 S i at t )}

Eq. (6.3)

3. The observation symbol probability. This is the probability of observing symbol ẑ k
while the model is in state j at time t.
B = {bi (k ) = P(zˆ k at t S j at t )}

Eq. (6.4)

Considering the previous elements mentioned, a complete specification of an
HMM requires specifying two model parameters, Lg and K, the observation symbols,
and three sets of probability measures A, B and πi. The compact notation to be used to
refer to a grapheme HMM is λg(A,B,π). This notation is reduced to λg(A,B) in case of
using the left to right (L-R) HMM topology.

6.3. HMM Topologies
By placing certain restrictions on the structure of the model, the model will tend
to behave differently. A model in which every state could be reached (in single step)
from every other state of the model is known as an ergodic model, or fully connected
model. An example of ergodic model is shown in Figure (6.3).

Figure (6.3): Ergodic Hidden Markov Model
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For certain types of signals, other types of models have been shown to model
that signal's properties better [Rabiner 1989]. In case of time variant signal, the L-R
model, also known as Bakis model, is such a model. The underlying state sequence of
this type of model is forced to start in state 1 (i.e. the leftmost state) and can only
make transitions to higher states (i.e. to the right) or back to the present state at time
passes. In addition, the model must end in state Lg (the rightmost state). This allows
the sequence of states to represent the passage of time and has become the most
popular form of HMM used in speech recognition and character recognition. An
example for L-R model is shown in Figure (6.4).

Figure (6.4): An Example of Left-to-Right HMMs

0B

The functional property of all L-R HMM’s is that the state transition
coefficients have the property:
∀j<i

aij = 0,

Eq. (6.5)

i.e., no transitions are allowed to states whose indices are lower than the current state.
Furthermore, the initial state probabilities have the property:
⎧⎪0 ,
πi = ⎨
⎪⎩1 ,

i ≠1

Eq. (6.6)

i =1

6.4. The Basic Problems of HMM’s
Given the form of the grapheme HMM, there are three basic problems of
interest that must be solved for the model to be useful in our application. These
problems are the following:

Problem 1 (The Evaluation Problem):
Given a word model (λw), concatenation of grapheme models λg, and a sequence
of observations O = (O 1 , O 2 ,… , O N ) , what is the probability that the model
generates the observations P ( O | λw)?
U

U

Problem 2 (The Decoding Problem):
Given a set of models (λg) and a sequence of observations O = (O 1 , O 2 ,… , O N ) ,
what is the most likely state sequence in these models that produces the
observations?
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Problem 3 (The Training Problem):
Given a model (λw) and a sequence of observations O = (O 1 , O 2 ,… , O N ) , what
should the model parameters be to increase the probability of generating the
observations?
The evaluation problem can be viewed as a way of scoring how well a given
models matches a given observation sequence. So it is very useful in the case in which
we are trying to choose among several competing models.
The decoding problem is one in which we attempt to uncover the hidden part of
the model, i.e. to find the best matching state sequence given an observation sequence.
So we try to find the best state sequence not the correct state sequence, we need an
optimality criterion to solve it. The choice of criterion is a strong function of the
intended use for the uncovered state sequence.
The training problem is the most important of the three problems. If we could
solve this problem, we would have the mean to automatically learn the parameters
given an observation sequence.

6.4.1. Model Evaluation Problem
In order to evaluate models, we must first calculate P ( O | λw), the likelihood
U

U

that a sequence of observations, O , were produced by a given word model λw. For any
U

U

observation sequence produced by a model, and a known sequence of states followed
to produce this sequence of observations, the probability of the model producing these
observations and following this state sequence in case of L-R HMM can be calculated
as:
N

P ( O , S | λ w ) = b S 1 ( O 1 ) ⋅ ∏ a S i −1 , S i ⋅ b ( O i )

Eq. (6.7)

i=2

In most practical solutions, however, the state sequence followed is unknown to
us. Since there may be many state sequence paths that can produce this observation
sequence, the probability that O was produced by λ w is the sum of all the
probabilities P ( O , ℑ | λw ) for all state sequence paths, ℑ . Computing the probabilities
for each of these paths would be computationally very expensive, requiring on the
order of 2 ⋅ N ⋅ G N calculations (where G is the number of states per word).
Fortunately, an efficient algorithm using a technique called forward probabilities exist
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which can calculate this sum of probabilities in the order of G 2 ⋅ N calculations, and
can report the state sequence of the most probable path. This is known as the
Forward-Backward algorithm [Rabiner 1989] since it can be similarly defined using
backward probabilities.

6.4.2. Training Problem
The most difficult problem of HMM’s is to determine a method to adjust the
models parameters (A, B) to maximize the probability of the observation sequence
given a set of models. There is no known way to analytically solve for the model
which maximizes the probability of the observation sequence. In fact, given any finite
observation sequence as training data, there is no optimal way of estimating the
models parameters. We can, however, choose the models parameters (A, B) such that
P(O | W ) is locally maximized using an iterative procedure such as the Baum-Welch

method (or equivalently the EM (expectation-modification) method.
6.4.2.1. Baum-Welch Re-Estimation Procedure

It is an iterative procedure, using the Forward-Backward algorithm, used for reestimating the models parameters (A,B). The Baum-Welch re-estimation equations
[Rabiner 89] are used to produce a better estimate of the models parameters, from the
initialized models. A training observation sequence is used to iteratively improve λ g
until the likelihood that the model λ w produced the observation sequence reaches a
maximum at which point the model parameters have converged. It has been shown
that this convergence will be to at least a local maximum of optimization surface.
Because this surface is complex and has many local maxima, careful choice of the
initialization values of the parameters of the model is necessary to ensure that this
local maximum is in fact the global one.
6.4.2.2. Initialization Procedures

The Baum-Welch algorithm is based on creating a new set of parameters using
results obtained from the model with previously defined set of parameters. Therefore,
some initial set of parameters must be picked in order for the training method to be
possible. In theory, the re-estimation equations should give values of HMM
parameters that correspond to a local maximum of the likelihood function, but it does
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not guarantee finding a global maximum. If the initialization is poor, a poor local
maximum may be obtained. For instance, if a probability is initialized to be zero, it
will remain zero with every iteration. Therefore, the choice of a good starting point
has an impact on how well the model will be.
Basically, there is no simple or straightforward method to choose initial
estimates of the HMM parameters so that the local maximum reached is the global
maximum of the likelihood function. Instead, Rabiner [Rabiner 89] states that: “an
experience has shown that either random (subject to stochastic and non-zero value
constraints) or a uniform initial estimate of the state probability distributions (A) is
adequate to give useful re-estimates of these parameters in almost all cases”. For the
observation probabilities, (B), experience has shown that good initial estimates are
helpful in the discrete symbol case. However, a uniform initialization is likely to be
sufficient; assuming a reasonable amount of training data exists. If the parameters are
allowed too many degrees of freedom with respect to the amount of training more
sophisticated forms of initialization are needed.
Such initial estimates can be obtained in a number of ways of ways, including
manual segmentation of the observation sequence into states with averaging of
observations within states, maximum likelihood segmentation of observations with
averaging (Viterbi segmentation), and segmental K-means segmentation with
clustering, …., etc.

6.4.3. Decoding Problem
Decoding attempts to uncover the hidden part of the model by finding the most
likely state sequence associated with the examined observation sequence to obtain the
best sequence of ligatures that constitute a word. The discrete HMM-based graphemes
recognition

Sf

g ( t =1), f s ( t =1)

problem

,Sf

g ( t = 2 ), f s ( t = 2 )

,..., S f

is

rendered

g ( t = N ), f s ( t = N )

to

obtaining

the

path

whose sequence of nodes accumulates the

maximum sum of probabilities among all the possible paths over the search trellis
shown in Figure (6.5); where N ≥ max iM=1 ( Li ) is the length of the sequence of

observations and M is the number of graphemes. Any legitimate path can start at t=1
only at the first state (marked by an inwards arrow) of any grapheme model, and can
end only at t=N at the last state (marked by an outwards arrow) of any grapheme
model.
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Figure (6.5): HMM search trellis for graphemes recognition.
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As 1st order HMM ’s are deployed; every state other than the last one in each
HMM grapheme model S i , k ≤ Li represented by hollow nodes are connected at the next
time instant only to either itself or its subsequent state in the same model by light
links

whose

incremental

probabilistic

weights

are

respectively

log( p ( Si ,k ≤ L | Si ,k ≤ L )) and log( p ( Si ,k +1≤L | Si ,k ≤ L )) .
i

i

i

i

The conditional probability of a given observation Ot to occur at a given state
Si ,k ≤ Li is log( p (Ot | S i , k ≤ Li )) . The 1st order approximation of the likelihood
probability p (O | W ) of the MAP criterion in Eq. (6.1) can then be expressed by the
following formula
log( p(W | O)) ≈ P1* = ∑
j=N

j =1, f s ( j ) ≠1

(log(p(S

)) ( (
j =N

f g ( t = j ), f s ( t = j )

| S f g (t = j −1), fs (t = j −1) ) + ∑ log p(Oj=t | S f g (t = j ), fs (t = j ) )
j =1

))

Eq. (6.8)
The last state of each HMM grapheme model S i , Li represented by filled nodes
are connected at the next instant either to itself, or to the first state in each HMM
grapheme model S j ,1 by dark links whose incremental probabilistic weights

log( p( g j | g i )) constitutes the grapheme-level bi-gram approximation of the
language model in the MAP criterion (see Eq. (6.1) above) p(W ) expressed as
follows..
log( p (W ) ) ≈ P2* =

j=N

∑

j =1, f s ( j ) =1

(

log p ( g f g ( t = j ) | g f g (t = j −1) )

)

Eq. (6.9)

Given a sequence of observations, one can use the Viterbi [Rabiner 1989] algorithm
to search though the above trellis to obtain the two functions f g , f s describing the
optimal path whose states sequence correspond to the maximum P1* + P2* all over the
legitimately possible paths in the whole trellis. This leads to the best sequence of
graphemes which constitute the recognized word.
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CHAPTER 7

Statistical Language Models
and
Character Recognition

0B

1B

2B

One of the added benefits of HMM’s is that they have contextual processing
built into them ( P (W ) ) as illustrated in the previous chapter. This can be repeated at
many levels (e.g., characters, subword-level, word-level, sentence level) by linking
together individual models into some higher level model where the models at the
lower level become states for the higher level [Bahl 1983].
As our recognition system can work without any dictionary (openvocabulary). So, to improve recognition performance we use statistical language
models (backoff n-grams), which arc well known in speech recognition, on the
grapheme level. Statistical Language Modeling attempts to capture regularities of
natural languages in order to improve the performance of various natural language
applications, e.g. Information Retrieval, Machine Translation and Character
recognition.
This chapter is focused on the use of the Statistical Language Models (SLM’s)
in our specific problem, i.e. the decoding of the Arabic words. As shown by Eq. (6.9),
the SLM is supposed to give the a priori probability of a certain word being written.
Given the advantage of the statistics available on the likelihood of certain graphemes
following a given string of graphemes, impossible paths in the decoding trellis could
be pruned out and the less likely hypotheses could get less priority in their expansion.
This could increase the accuracy of the recognition.
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7.1. Statistical Language Models
A SLM is a statistical model for estimating the probability P (W ) for a given
sequence of graphemes
W ≡ g1 g 2 ...g Lw ≡ g1Lw

where Lw is the number of graphemes in a word.
More likely sequences typically have higher probabilities. Finding such
adequate information would provide wide language coverage and dramatically
constrain the search space for higher language layers. The n-gram model is a well
known SLM for its relative simplicity and employed reduction of the problem
complexity.

7.2. N-Gram Language Models
The graphemes sequence W of length Lw has the probability of occurrence
U

U

P( W ) that can be decomposed using the chain rule as follows [Schutze 2000]:
U

U

P(W ) ≡ P( g1 g 2 .......g Lw ) ≡ P( g1Lw )
= P( g1 ) P( g 2 | g1 )...P( g Lw | g1Lw −1 )

Eq. (7.1)

Lw

≡ ∏ P( g i | g1i−1 )
i =1

where P( gi | g1i −1 ) is the probability that the grapheme gi will follow the graphemes

sequence g1i −1 . This resultant conditional form of the previous transformation has a
remarkable advantage over the marginal one we started with. Natural languages are
called a wide horizon phenomena since gi is bonded to earlier and later entities over
the whole sequence Lw. Yet the expression elegantly dissects the marginal a priori
term into sequences mostly shorter than Lw with causal conditional probabilities
dependent only on earlier entities [Attia 2005].
For a vocabulary of size M , there will be more than M i possible different
histories to specify P( g i | g1i −1 ) completely. Indeed, this kind of estimation is

infeasible even for moderate values of i. It is intuitive that, as text of natural language,
the present grapheme gi mostly has the strongest correlation with its closest past
neighbor gi −1 and weaker correlations with earlier ones. This is called the attenuating
correlation phenomenon, which is well described by Figure (7.1). We can then
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approximately assume that P( g i | g1i −1 ) depends on some previous graphemes gii−−1h
[Attia 2005]. This approximation leads to an n-gram model with
n = h +1

Eq. (7.2)

where h is the effective history length of the sequence gii−−1h . Thus
Lw

P(W ) ≅ ∏ P( gi | gii−−1h )

Eq. (7.3)

i =1

Hence, for a unigram (n=1:no history) this approximation would yield for example
P ( g1 g 2 g3 g 4 ) ≅ P( g1 ) P( g 2 ) P( g3 ) P ( g 4 )
and for bigrams (n=2:h=1)
P( g 1 g 2 g 3 g 4 ) ≅ P( g 1 |< SOW >) P( g 2 | g 1 ) P( g 3 | g 2 ) P ( g 4 | g 3 ) P(< EOW >| g 4 )
where < SOW > and < EOW > denote a sequence of start and end of word.
Also for trigrams (n=3:h=2)
P(g1 g 2 g3 g 4 ) ≅ P(g1 |< SOW >)P( g 2 |< SOW > g1 )P(g3 | g1 g 2 )P(g 4 | g 2 g3 )P(< EOW >| g3 g 4 )

Recall that the above approximation is valid only under the preliminary assumption
that the process is random.
R( g i , g i − k )

gi −k

gi gi −1 gi −k .........

Figure (7.1): The attenuating correlation phenomenon, the correlation between gi and

other previous graphemes.

7.3. The Language Phenomenon from a Statistical Perspective

3B

Let us count the occurrences (frequencies) of single graphemes C (W = g i )
(composing the vocabulary of graphemes of size M) in some large fair-text corpus of
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size V, assuming that the assemblage sequence is as simple as a single grapheme, and
let us rank the graphemes by their frequencies in the corpus. We observe the
following:
1-

Some part, say of size M ′ , of the graphemes is only covered in the corpus, that
is
M

M′

r =1

r =1

V = ∑ C (W = g r ) = ∑ C (W = g r ),

M′ ≤ M

Eq. (7.4)

where r is the rank of grapheme g r ,C(:) is the number of times a certain
grapheme appears. We hence define the coverage of the corpus to be
I = M′
2-

M

≤1

Eq. (7.5)

The rank-frequency relationship roughly follows a hyperbolic curve as shown in
Figure (7.2) [Attia 2005]. This curve draws an essential understanding to the
language use. Zipf, in his principle of least effort, states that the best compromise
of both efforts of speaker and listener while communication results in a use of a
few very frequent entities and many low-frequency ones [Schutze 2000]. Also, as
a consequence, the coverage increases sluggishly as the corpus gets larger.
C (g r )

A

B

C

D

E

M′

M

log (r )

Figure (7.2): Ranking entities by their frequencies. Curve is coarsely considered as of
5 regions. (A) is the stop list, (B) is the frequent list, (C) is the rare list,
(D) is the singletons (read-only-once) list, and (E) is the unattested list.

Empirically from the corpus, we have

P(W = g r ) =

C (W = g r )
V

Eq. (7.6)

which yields zero for the unattested entities (uncovered part of the vocabulary) of size
M − M ′ . We know that this is incorrect since a better coverage would take place if
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the corpus is appended some new text. Also for small C (W ) values, P(W ) would be
significantly inaccurate [Kapur 1972], [Schutze 2000]. A solution to this problem is
addressed by the so-called probability estimation smoothing techniques as that of
Good-Turing technique.
Ranking longer sequences (assemblages of two graphemes or more) turns out
to apply the same phenomenon with greater ratios of uncovered, singletons (readonly-once), and low-frequency sequences, for the same corpus, which affects the
model efficiency. An adequately larger corpus is then needed for achieving the same
statistical representation as that of single graphemes. On the other hand, a very large
corpus may be an overfit and adds unnecessary computation and storage cost.

7.4. Maximum Likelihood Probability Estimation
The probabilities of the graphemes being written (given their histories) are
obtained by simply counting the relative frequencies of the grapheme sequences
appearing in a text corpus:
P(g i g ii−−h1 ) =

C ( g ii−h )
C ( g ii−−h1 )

Eq. (7.7)

where C(:) is the number of times a certain ligatures sequence appears. This
corresponds to a Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation; the estimated probabilities
P( g i g ii−−h1 ) maximize the likelihood of the training text. However, this approach gives

rise to a serious problem: the model is fitted to the training set and the probability of
any n-gram not represented in the training corpus is estimated to be zero.
Also, the method implied by Eq. (7.7) is a good approximation if both counts
in the numerator and denominator in the RHS of this equation as well as both the
number of h-grams and the number of (h-1) grams in the corpus are large enough.
Otherwise this probability should be calculated using a smoothing technique as that
described in the following section. This means that the probability mass must be
redistributed across all possible n-grams in order to give a nonzero probability to all
sequences of n ligatures.
Smoothing allows the extension of an n-gram model trained on a certain text
to any other text, but it gives a non-zero probability to n-grams that are impossible
from a linguistic point of view. This is the main limit of the n- gram models.
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7.5. “Bayes’, Good-Turing Discount, Back-Off” Probability Estimation
Any grapheme in the language vocabulary must have usage in some context,
though it seems endless to enlarge some corpus to cover all graphemes. The curve in
Figure (7.2) will always, in general, have the regions shown, only with different
widths. Presumably, a curve without the uncovered set is smoother than the one
shown. The process of biasing the uncovered set on the expense of discounting the
other regions is called smoothing [Attia 2005].
A Recognition system that doesn't employ smoothing would refuse the correct
solution if any of its input graphemes was unattested in the training corpus and
consequently may miss the optimal (most likely) solution. Among the smoothing
techniques available in the literature, we selected the so-called Bayes, Good-Turing,
Back-off method [Nadas 1985], [Katz 1987]. This technique has the advantage of
being based on the Zipf law and is then more robust with respect to a change of data.
In Good-Turing, Back-off method, all n-grams with a nonzero count ( C ( g1n ) )
are discounted according to a discount ratio d C ( g n ) . This discount ratio is predicted
1

based on the Good-Turing estimate [Chen 1998]. The counts subtracted from the
nonzero counts are then distributed among the zero-count n-grams via the recursive
utilization of lower level conditional distributions, i.e., given the n-gram case, if the ntuple is not observed frequently enough in the training text then a probability based on
the occurrence count of a shorter-context (n-1)-tuple is used instead – using the
shorter context estimate is referred to as backing off.
Estimating the n-gram conditional probabilities using the Bayes, Good –Turing,
Back-off technique is implemented using the following equation:

P(g n|g1n−1 )

⎧ C ( g1n )
⎪ C ( g n−1 )
1
⎪
⎪
C ( g1n )
= ⎨d C ( g n ) ⋅
n −1
⎪ 1 C ( g1 )
⎪
C ( g1n )
n -1
β
⋅
(g
)
⎪
1
C ( g 2n−1 )
⎩

if C ( g1n ) f k1
if k2 ≤ C ( g1n ) ≤ k1

Eq. (7.8)

if C ( g1n ) p k 2

where β (⋅) is the back off weight. For large counts > k1, C ( g1n ) are taken to be
reliable, so they are not discounted. Typical values of k1 and k2 are suggested to be
equal 5 and 1 respectively [Katz 1987], [Chen 1998].
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7.6. Arabic Ligature Bigram SLM
In our system, the bigram approximation of the ligatures SLM given by Eq.
(7.9) is selected to match the 1st order L-R HMM topology chosen for our system.

(

P( g j | g i ) = P c jj−m2 +1 c jj−−mm12−m2 +1

)

Eq. (7.9)

where m1 & m2 are the number of characters in the ligatures g i and g j respectively.
Arabic ligatures may be a compound of one, two, or three characters. By
rewriting and expanding Eq. (7.9) using the chain rule for m1, m2 ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the
possibilities of character bigrams, trigrams, …, 6-grams arise as follows in Eq. set
(7.10) below where the shorthand m-grams notation P (c jj−m ) ≡ P(c j −m , c j −m+1 ,K, c j ) is
used.
log(P( g j | g i ) ) =

(m1, m2)=

(
)
log(P (c c ) )
log(P (c c ) )
log(P(c c ) ) = log(P(c c ) ) + log(P(c c ) )
log(P(c c ) ) = log(P(c c ) ) + log(P(c c ) )
log(P(c c ) ) = log(P(c c ) ) + log(P(c c ) )
log(P(c c ) ) = log(P(c c ) ) + log( p(c c ) ) + log(P(c c ) )
log(P(c c ) ) = log(P(c c ) ) + log(P(c c ) ) + log(P(c c ) )
log P(c j c j −1 )
j −1

j

j −2

j

j −3

j −1

j −1

j

j −1

j −2

j

j −2

j −1

j −3

j

j −2

j −1

j −4

j −1

j −2

j −1

j −3

j −1

j −4

(

j −2

j

j −3

j

j −4

j −2

j −1

j −2

j −1

j −2

j

j −2

j

j −3

j

j −3

j −2

j −4

j −2

j −3

j −2

j −4

j −1

j −3

j −1

j −4

j −3

)

(

j −1

j

j −3

j

j −4

j −2

)

(

j −1

)

(

log P(c jj−2 c jj−−53 ) = log P(c j −2 c jj−−53 ) + log P(c j −1 c jj−−52 ) + log P(c j c jj−−51 )

)

(1,1)
(1,2)
(1,3)
(2,1)
(2,2)
(2,3)
(3,1)
(3,2)
(3,3)
Eq. set(7.10)

The probabilities in Eq. set (7.10) are estimated in our work using
Bayes's_Good-Turing_Back-off methodology [Katz 1987], [Attia 2002]. The Arabic
text corpus of the written language resource of the NEMLAR project [Yaseen 2006] is
used for building the SLM’s for our Arabic OCR.
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7.7. NEMLAR Arabic Written Corpus
The NEMLAR (Network for Euro-Mediterranean LAnguage Resource and
human language technology development and support) is a project supported by the
EC with partners from Europe and the Middle East; whose objective is to build a
network of specialized partners to promote and support the development of Arabic
language resources in the Mediterranean region. The raw textual data of the corpus
supported by the NEMLAR project was obtained from Media International the
operator of the famous web portal www.IslamOnLine.net (75%), RDI internal
documents (20%), Annahar Lebanese news paper (3%), and other free sources (2%).
The NEMLAR Arabic written corpus consists of 500K words of standard
Arabic text compiled from 13 different domains. The Sampling parameters that were
taken into considerations in designing the written corpus are [Yaseen 2006]:
• Time span, (mostly recent; i.e. late 1990’s till 2005)
• Only Standard Arabic is considered as it is the most commonly accepted variant
throughout the native Arabic speakers, and also due to its regularity that can be
consistently modeled by the available tools.
• Miscellaneous domains (political, scientific ...) are represented according to their
importance weights in potential applications.
The following table represents the size of each of the categories in the selected
corpora [Yaseen 2006]:
Domain
Size
% of the total corpus size
General news
100,000
20
Dictionary entries explanation
52000
10.4
Political news
51000
10.2
Scientific press
50000
10
Sports press
50000
10
Interviews
49000
9.8
Political debate
35000
7.0
Arabic literature
31000
6.2
Islamic topics
29000
5.8
IT Business & management
20000
4
Legal domain text
20000
4
Text taken from Broadcast News
8500
1.7
Phrases of common words
5500
1.1
Total size:
500000 words
100

Table 7.1: NEMLAR Arabic Written Corpus categories
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A comparison between the estimated probabilities of samples of correct words
and that of corrupted words (corrupted with errors similar to that occurred by an OCR
system) using our built language models is illustrated in Table (7.2). It is easily
inferred how the language models, in most cases, can best vote to the correct word
hypothesis with higher probability than that of corrupted words. This indicates that
our built LM will play a role in enhancing the recognition rate and this will be shown
during the evaluation of our built OCR system in the next chapter.
Correct word
ﺧﻼل
ﻓﺘﺮة
آﺜﺮت
ﻓﻴﻬﺎ
اﻟﻤﺸﺎدات
واﻟﻜﻼم
ﺣﻮل
ﻗﺎﻧﻮن
اﺻﻮل
اﻟﻤﺤﺎآﻤﺎت
اﻟﺠﺰاﺋﻴﺔ
،اﻟﻠﺒﻨﺎﻧﻲ
اﻟﺬي
هﻮ
ﺑﺼﺪد
اﻟﺘﻌﺪﻳﻞ
،واﻟﺘﻄﻮﻳﺮ
ارﺗﺄﻳﻨﺎ
ان
ﻧﻌﺮض
ﻟﺒﻌﺾ
اﻻﻓﻜﺎر
واﻟﻤﺒﺎدئ
اﻟﻘﺎﻧﻮﻧﻴﺔ
واﻟﻌﻠﻤﻴﺔ
اﻟﺘﻲ
ﺗﺘﻌﻠﻖ
ﺑﻬﺬا
اﻟﻘﺎﻧﻮن
اﻟﻘﺪﻳﻢ

5B

ln prob.(correct)
-14.233576
- 14.487489
- 16.706138
- 13.440338
- 21.930974
- 19.294052
- 12.816936
- 17.186761
- 14.845381
- 23.902800
- 20.392440
- 28.687162
- 11.734678
- 10.178127
- 18.279730
- 20.576915
- 27.720399
- 25.426517
-6.789810
-18.292399
- 16.230750
- 28.744286
- 26.398813
- 23.668309
- 19.803172
- 10.621117
- 19.707528
- 14.154572
-19.373087
- 17.222264

Corrupted word
ﺣﻼل

4B

6B

ﻗﻴﺮﻩ

7B

آﺘﺮث
ﻗﺒﻬﺎ
اﻟﻤﺴﺎداب
ﻟﻜﻼم١و
ﺟﻮل
ﻓﺎﻳﻮن
إﺿﻮل
اﻟﻤﺤﺎآﻤﺎب
اﻟﺨﺰاﺗﻨﻪ
،اﻟﻠﻴﻴﺎﺗﻲ
اﻟﺪى
هﻖ
ﻳﺼﺪد
اﻟﺜﻌﺪﺑﻞ
،واﻟﻨﻄﻮﺗﺮ
ارﻧﺄﺗﻨﺎ
ن١
ﺑﻌﺮص
ﻟﻴﻌﺺ
اﻻﻗﻜﺎز
واﻟﻤﻨﺎدئ
اﻟﻔﺎﺗﻮﻧﺒﺔ
واﻟﻐﻠﻤﺘﺔ
اﻟﻨﻲ
ﻳﺒﻌﻠﻖ
ﺑﻬﺪا
اﻟﻘﺎﻳﻮن
اﻟﻘﺪﻳﻢ

ln prob.(corrupt)
-15.770180
-16.31970
- 20.294384
- 16.242788
- 22.276129
-33.394045
- 13.017899
- 19.204175
- 16.812153
-24.922025
- 27.426248
- 30.441199
-12.656464
- 14.439598
- 18.460438
-30.538537
-29.692344
-31.793467
-19.098538
-17.727819
-18.643430
-34.359380
-26.394882
-27.600805
-27.187210
-11.813260
-19.122858
-15.816423
-21.251639
- 19.131701

Table (7.2): Correct words versus Corrupted words probabilities computed by the LM
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CHAPTER 8
Arabic OCR System;
Implementation and Evaluation

This chapter presents our implemented omni font-written HMM-based OCR
system. The characteristics of the used database of Arabic fonts along side a sample of
these fonts are also demonstrated. Extensive assimilation and generalization testing
experiments have been carried out over the Arabic script to evaluate the system
performance. Along with the detailed description of those experiments, this chapter
also presents the obtained results manifesting the system superiority over the other
ones tried so far with HMM-based OCR systems. Finally an extensive error analysis
of the results is also presented.

8.1. HMM-Based OCR System Architecture
Based on the aforementioned OCR-to-ASR analogy discussed over chapter 6,
the simplified HMM-based solution architecture of the ASR problem shown in Figure
(8.1) can be borrowed to produce an effective solution for the Arabic font-written
OCR problem whose architecture is schematized by Figure (8.2).
It is worthy mentioning here that vector quantization is not always a part of
ASR systems, as most of them are continuous HMM-based ones like some HMMbased OCR systems. However, our OCR presented herein is based on discrete HMM
due to the continuous/discrete hybrid nature of the components of its features vector
whose design is detailed in chapter 4.
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Figure ( 8.1): Discrete HMM-based ASR system block diagram.
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Figure ( 8.2): Discrete HMM-based OCR system block diagram.

Our proposed HMM-based Arabic OCR system [Rashwan 2008] illustrated in
Figure (8.2) is composed of two phases: the initialization & training phase whose
paths are drawn in dotted lines, and the recognition phase whose paths are drawn in
solid lines.
The modules of this system are implemented using a variety of tools;
MATLAB, HTK toolkit [Young 2006], as well as programming in C++. These
modules are discussed further in the following subsections.

8.1.1. Digital Scanning
The scanning resolution used is preferred to be 600 dpi as the laser printing
quality nowadays is at least 600 dpi. Also, this resolution is demanded for the slim
characters of small sizes of compact fonts to have enough features to cope with the
number of states of the HMM used.
Scanning at a higher resolution may be desirable but not practical as it would
need too high storage space (one A4 page scanned at B&W 1200 dpi would need
more than 16M Bytes) and would moreover need more processing time during feature
extraction and recognition phases. As demanded by our feature extractor (see chapter
4), input text images to our system should be bi-level (i.e. Black & White) ones which
is performed via thresholding by the scanner hardware to save storage and time.

8.1.2. Primary Noise Handler
The target text rectangle bitmap is passed through a median filter in order to
clean the salt & pepper noise typically occurring in noisy images. In our study, a 5×5
median filter has proved effective for cleaning input scanned text images [Attia 2007].
Median filters are, however, hard deciding and cause considerable erosive
distortion to the graphemes of written text which is generally harmful to the
recognition performance. So, they should be used only while the lines & words
decomposition, whereas other softer deciding filters – like Gaussian ones – might be
used - if necessary - while the recognition process.

8.1.3. Words & Lines Decomposer
Font-written OCR systems need to perform a vital processing on the input
scanned text rectangle prior to the recognition phase for decomposing the text
rectangle into lines hence into words as illustrated in Figures (8.3) and (8.4).
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Our enhanced histogram-based algorithm presented in chapter 3 is used in this
kind of decomposition as it performs robustly on documents containing the
idiosyncrasies of real-life documents especially as per noise and structural textual
complexities.

Figure (8.3): Sample text rectangle
bitmap.

Figure (8.4): Sample text rectangle bitmap
after lines & words decomposition.

8.1.4. Features Extraction Module
Features extraction is one of the most important factors in achieving high
recognition performance in pattern recognition systems. Our features-extractor
computes a features vector as discussed in chapter 5 for each frame while sliding
through each Arabic word from right to left to produce a series of feature vectors that
are injected to the vector quantizer. The maximum number of vertical dark segments
per frame ( N D ) is set to 4. Hence, the dimensionality of our features vector is 16.

8.1.5. Vector Clustering and Quantization Modules
Taking input feature vectors, the vector-quantizer serially provides quantized
observations to the discrete HMM decoder upon the recognition phase using a
codebook generated by the codebook maker during the training phase.
Using numerous sample text images of the training set of documents evenly
representing the various Arabic fonts and sizes of interest, the codebook maker creates
a codebook using the conventional LBG vector clustering algorithm chosen for its
simplicity and relative insensitivity to the randomly chosen initial centroids compared
with the basic K-means algorithm. The codebook size is a key factor that affects the
recognition accuracy and is specified empirically to minimize the WER of the system.
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8.1.6. Dynamic Range Normalization Parameters (DNRP) Estimator
This module is used to detect the effective dynamic range of all the feature
vectors’ components, to calculate the normalization parameters for each component
using the population of the feature vectors in the training data after pruning the
extreme values. Normalization of the feature vectors injected to the vector quantizer
balances the weights of the different dimensions of the features vector while
calculating the distances between points in the features space during the recognition
phase.
As the 1st component population of the sub-feature vectors tends to follow a
natural (Gaussian) distribution, so our estimation of the effective dynamic range is
chosen to be within µ ± 3σ of the distribution. Estimation of the effective dynamic
range of the 2nd component is chosen to be within 3σ of the distribution. The dynamic
range of the 3rd and the 4th component is within -4 and 3 as illustrated before.

8.1.7. Characters-to-Ligature Converter
This module takes the text files corresponding to the training data to produce
the sequences of grapheme tokens of all the ligatures included in each word using the
predefined ligatures-set of each used font.

Figure (8.5): Characters-to-Ligatures conversion example
This module is built using a deterministic finite state machine. An example of
character-to-ligature conversion is shown in Figure (8.5). The sequence of ligature
tokens along with the corresponding sequence of quantized feature vectors (i.e.
observations) of each word are then forwarded to the discrete HMM trainer.

8.1.8. Discrete HMM Trainer
Our discrete HMM trainer receives the observations sequence, which is the
sequence of quantized feature vectors, of each word along with its sequence of
ligature tokens generated by the character-to ligature converter. Training the HMM’s
are done over two steps: initialization and re-estimation embedded training.
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8.1.8.1. HMM Initialization
Initialization of HMM’s is done using isolated ligatures bitmaps where HMM
parameters are initialized through two steps; the first one uses Viterbi training as a
hard deciding algorithm , while the second uses Baum-Welch re-estimation as a soft
deciding algorithm.
I. Viterbi training step.
The basic principle of Viterbi training depends on the concept of HMM as a
generator of ligature vectors. Every training example can be viewed as the output of
the HMM whose parameters are to be estimated. Thus, if the state that generated each
vector in the training data was known, then the unknown observation symbol
probability could be estimated by averaging all the vectors associated with each state.
Similarly, the transition matrix could be estimated by simply counting the number of
time slots that each state was occupied. The above idea can be implemented by an
iterative scheme as shown in Figure (8.6).

Figure (8.7): Baum-Welch training
flowchart

Figure (8.6): Viterbi training flowchart
II. Baum-Welch Re-estimation step

Its operation is very similar to the viterbi training except that, as shown in
Figure (8.7), it expects the input HMM models to have been initialized and it uses
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Baum-Welch re-estimation in place of Viterbi training. This involves finding the
probability of being in each state at each time frame using the Forward-Backward
algorithm. This probability is then used to form weighted averages for the HMM
parameters. Thus, whereas Viterbi training makes a hard decision as to which state
each training vector was “generated” by, Baum-Welch takes a soft decision.

8.1.8.2. HMM Re-Estimation Embedded Training (HERest)
Re-estimation embedded training which is the main HMM training step, uses
the Baum-Welch re-estimation procedure to train the ligature models using the
associated ligature tokens generated by the character-to-ligature converter to
iteratively maximize the likelihood probabilities distributions P (O | I ) .
In outline, HERest works as follows. On startup, HERest loads in a complete
set of HMM definitions. Every training file must have an associated label file which
gives a transcription for that file. HERest processes each training file in turn. After
loading it into memory, it uses the associated transcription to construct a composite
HMM which spans the whole word. This composite HMM is made by concatenating
instances of the ligature HMM’s corresponding to each label in the transcription. The
Forward-Backward algorithm is then applied and the sums needed to form the
weighted averages accumulated in the normal way. When all of the training files have
been processed, the new parameter estimates are formed from the weighted sums and
the updated HMM set is output.

8.1.9. Discrete HMM Recognizer
The HMM recognizer stage receives a sequence of quantized feature vectors
(observations) representing the scanned word and uses the Viterbi algorithm as
explained in chapter 6 to produce the most probable sequence of ligature models that
produces these observations. Using a statistical ligature bi-grams Probabilities
generated by Ligature n-grams probability estimator, the most probable model with
the highest score is produced by the Viterbi algorithm.
Our Arabic font-written OCR relies on HMM’s with 1st order left-to-right
topology. As one of the key factors that affect the system performance, the number of
states per model is empirically fine tuned to optimize that performance.
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8.1.10. Ligature n-Grams Probability Estimator
For recognition tasks; the SLM gives the a priori probability of a given
hypothesis of ligature sequences. In our system, the bigram approximation of the
ligatures SLM, is selected to match the 1st order Left-to-Right HMM topology chosen
for our system.
The language models probabilities are estimated using Bayes's_GoodTuring_Back-off methodology. The Arabic text corpus of the written language
resource of the NEMLAR project is used for building the SLM for our Arabic OCR.

8.1.11. Ligature –to- Character Converter
This module converts the sequence of recognized ligatures back into their
equivalent plain-text character codes (Unicode).

8.2. Arabic Font-Written Database
The Database prepared to assess the performance of the presented HMMbased font-written OCR, has the following characteristics:
•

It is chosen arbitrarily from real-life documents which are full of punctuations and
special symbols embedded within the text.

•

The database has been digitally acquired via a common but standard hardware of
HP3800 flatbed scanner with TMA, and HP Laser jet printer.

•

All the database pages are scanned at 600 B&W dpi, and losslessly stored as
bitmaps.

•

It includes 12 visually distinct and widely used Arabic fonts under both the MSWindows and Macintosh OS. environments. The chosen fonts have different
visual features as detailed by Table (8.1).

•

For each font, 6 different sizes within the typical document-editing range (10 to
22) are represented by 30 pages per size is included.

•

For each size of each font, an extra page of isolated ligatures used for the HMM
initialization procedure is included.

•

A line boundaries aligned text file (called the text label file) corresponding to each
of the training pages bitmaps is also supplied for the HMM re-estimation
embedded training procedure.
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Font Name
& Type

Visual features

Used for

Simplified
Arabic
(MS font)

Limited no. of ligatures (151), gross graphemes, thin Training and
contour, tends to be sharp cornered, clear openings, Assimilation
separate dots, no touching tails, ..
testing
Limited no. of ligatures (151), gross graphemes, thick Training and
Mudir
contour, round cornered, clear openings, partially
Assimilation
(MS font)
connected dots, no touching tails, ..
testing
Limited no. of ligatures (151), gross graphemes, very Training and
Koufi
thick contours, very sharp cornered, small openings, Assimilation
(MS font)
separate dots, no touching tails, ..
testing
Traditional Broadest ligatures set (220), minute graphemes, thin Training and
Arabic
contours, round cornered, almost close openings,
Assimilation
(MS font)
partially connected dots, no touching tails, ..
testing
Limited no. of ligatures (151), minute graphemes,
Training and
Akhbar MT
med. contour thickness, tends to be sharp cornered,
Assimilation
almost close openings, connected dots, no touching
(MS font)
testing
tails, ..
Limited no. of ligatures (151) gross graphemes, thin
Training and
Tahoma
contours, round cornered, clear openings, separate
Assimilation
(MS font)
dots ,touching tails, …,
testing
Some ligatures has odd shapes (e.g. middle Haa)
Very broad ligatures set (209), minute graphemes (but Training and
Courier new
very wide), thin contours, sharp cornered, clear
Assimilation
(MS font)
openings, connected dots, no touching tails, ..
testing
Rich ligatures set (167), minute graphemes, thick
Training and
Baghdad
contours, round cornered, almost close openings,
Assimilation
(Mac font)
connected dots, touching tails, ..
testing
Limited no. of ligatures (154), minute graphemes,
Training and
Demashq
med. contour thickness, tends to be sharp cornered, Assimilation
(Mac font)
almost close openings, connected dots, touching tails,..
testing
Limited no. of ligatures (154), minute graphemes,
med. contour thickness, tends to be sharp cornered, Generalization
Nadeem
(Mac font)
almost close openings, partially connected dots,
testing
touching tails, ..
Rich ligatures set (167), minute graphemes, thin
Naskh
Generalization
contours, round cornered, close openings, connected
(Mac font)
testing
dots, no touching tails, ..
Limited no. of ligatures (154), minute graphemes, thin
Gizza
Generalization
contours, sharp cornered, semi clear openings,
(Mac font)
testing
partially connected dots, no touching tails, ..
Table (8.1): Visual features description of the fonts used in training and testing
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•

The ligature set used in our experiments is composed of 220 ligatures. It covers all
the significant regular Arabic fonts and it is shown in Figure (8.4). It is composed
of 117 simple ligatures (number of characters per ligature is one), 78 complex
ligatures (no. of characters per ligature is more than one) and 25 non alphabetic
ligatures (numerals, punctuations and special symbols). The table of the ligatures
set defined in each font is also provided as a text files to be used by the character
to ligature Converter.

•

Diacritics like Fateha, Kasra, Dhamma, and Tanweens is not included in the
database.

Figure (8.8): Arabic Ligatures set used in the OCR system.
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8.3. Evaluation Experiments Setup
8.3.1 Training phase Setup
The training data used to experimentally evaluate the implemented OCR
system covers 9 visually distinct and widely used Arabic fonts under both the MSWindows and Mac. OS environments shown in Figures (8.9) and (8.10).
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

Figure (8.9): Samples of MS-Windows fonts used in training, a) Simplified Arabic,
b) Mudir, c) Koufi, d) Traditional Arabic, e) Akhbar, f) Tahoma, g) courier-new.
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a.

b.

Figure (8.10): Samples of Mac. fonts used in training, a) Baghdad, b) Demashq
For each training font, 6 different sizes within the typical document-editing
range (10 to 22) are represented by 25 pages per size. Each page contains about 200
words selected spontaneously from Arabic websites. Assuming an average of 4
ligatures per Arabic word [Attia 2004], the size of the training data ≈ 9×6×25×200×4
= 1,080,000 graphemes.

8.3.2. Testing phase Setup
The Omni quality of an OCR system is measured by its capabilities at
assimilation and generalization tests. The former test measures the performance of the
system at recognizing pages (whose text contents are not included in the training data)
printed in fonts represented in the training data. While the later test measures the
performance of the system at recognizing pages printed in fonts not represented in the
training data. The testing data is composed of two parts; assimilation testing data, and
generalization testing data:
Assimilation testing data represents all the fonts and sizes used in training
using 5 pages (other than the training 25 pages) per each size per font. The size of the
assimilation testing data ≈ 9×6×5×200×4 = 216,000 graphemes.
Generalization testing data covers 3 Mac. OS fonts shown in Figure (8.11)
other than the 9 fonts used for training. For each of these 3 fonts, 6 different sizes
within the typical document-editing range are represented by 5 pages per size. The
size of the generalization testing data ≈ 3×6×5×200×4 = 72,000 graphemes.
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a.

b.

c.

Figure (8.11): Samples of fonts used in the generalization tests, a) Nadeem, b) Naskh,
c) Gizza.
WER is the error rate perceived by the users of the OCR, and is hence the
useful error rate used in the evaluation process. On the other hand, CER is the
character (or more accurately; the grapheme) error rate which is the one typically
reported in the scientific literature as well as the commercials. The relation between
the WER and CER, assuming statistically independent multiple errors within the same
word and error probability for all ligatures are equal, can be derived as:
a

w

= (a ) l
c

1 − WER = (1 − CER )

l

l2
CER 2 − ..........
2
1 − WER ≈ 1 − l ⋅ CER
iff CER pp 1
WER ≈ l ⋅ CER

1 − WER = 1 − l ⋅ CER +

Eq. (8.1)

Where aw and ac are the word and character recognition accuracy respectively.
ℓ is the average number of ligatures per word which is ≈ 4 for Arabic.
The WER is measured following the speech recognition conventions; i.e. the
number of substitutions, deletion, and insertions are summed up and divided by the
total number of words in the input textual transcription files.
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8.3.3. System Parameters Setup
There is no mathematical method to calculate optimal number of states per
model. Alternatively, various values were examined to select the best number of states
per model. The first set of experiments done to discover the optimal number of states
per model was performed on a single font. Traditional Arabic was selected because it
is the most compact and ligatures rich font. Those parameters were then generalized
to other fonts in the corpus.
These initial experiments shows that the best no of states regarding the least
WER in case of a uni-font system is 14 states for all the ligatures, except for few
extremely wide ones where 18 states are used, and other few extremely slim ones
where 7 states only are used .
Another two set of experiments are then done, using the assimilation data, to
select the two main omni-system parameters; number of states and the codebook size.
The first set of experiments studied the codebook size parameter. Four
different codebook size values were examined using the best number of states
detected from the first set of experiments. Figure (8.12) shows the improvement in the
system performance as the codebook size increases. It shows that the least WERA is
achieved at codebook size =2048 and this was we previously predict using our visual
aid discussed in chapter 5.

Figure (8.12): System performance using different codebook size
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The second set of experiments studied the performance of the system, with
codebook size=2048 and using 7 states for slim graphemes, by varying the number of
HMM’s states for the rest of graphemes. Figure (8.13) shows the improvement in the
system performance as the number of states increases. It shows that the WER
decreases rapidly until the number of states reaches 14. After that a slight increase is
achieved. The improving in the system performance achieved when the number of
states =16 is nearly the same when using hybrid number of states for the graphemes as
that of the uni-font experiment (18 states for some ligatures)

Figure (8.13): Number of states per model versus system performance

8.3.4. System Evaluation

Training data size
Assimilation testing data size
Generalization testing data size

Discrete , 1st order, L-to-R
2048
7 states for very slim graphemes.
18 states for very wide graphemes.
14 states for normal graphemes.
Initialization: Viterbi, and Baum Welsh.
Embedded training: Baum Welsh.
Recognition: Viterbi.
1,080,000 graphemes
216,000 graphemes
72,000 graphemes

Language Models

Bigram SLM

HMM type
Codebook size
HMM states per model

HMM algorithms

Table (8.2): HMM parameters setting
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From the previous sets of experiments, the best parameters setting for our
HMM-based OCR during both the training and recognition phases are summed up in
Table (8.2).
Under the mentioned settings, assimilation and generalization testing have
been conducted to obtain the overall recognition error rates. To study the effect of the
statistical language models, both experiments are run twice; with the language model
enabled on the first the run, and with the language model neutralized on the second
run. The obtained error rates of the 4 cases are summed up in Table (8.3), where the
assimilation error rates are designated by the subscript A, and the generalization error
rates are designated by the subscript G.

SLM enabled

SLM neutralized

CERA

0.77%

WERA

3.08%

CERG

2.58%

WERG

10.32%

CERA

1.53%

WERA

6.13%

CERG

3.65%

WERG

14.60%

Table (8.3): Experimental results.
It is valuable to mention that, upon our first trial to run a generalization test,
the recognition models are built from the 7 MS-Windows fonts and the testing data
was composed of 3 Macintosh Os. fonts. Under these conditions we got the poor
results of WERG≈35%≈11·WERA (WERG>>WERA)
After error analysis and some contemplation, we realized that Macintosh Os.
fonts are built with different concepts not covered by the 7 MS-Windows fonts; e.g.
connected dots, overlapping of the tails of some graphemes, …, etc.
After adding 2 Macintosh Os. fonts to introduce those concepts in the training
data, we have achieved the dramatic enhancement of WERG=10.32%≈3.4·WERA.
This indicates that our OCR system can statistically build font shape concepts.
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8.4. Experimental Error Analysis
Error Analysis of both Assimilation and Generalization tests regarding font
shape and size are done to show the performance of the system over different sizes
and shapes of Arabic fonts. Tables (8.4) & (8.5) show that the system performance is
almost good over different font sizes and shapes.

Small

Medium

Large

∑WERA %
Over sizes
per shape

0.07

0.05

0.10

0.21

0.05

0.05

0.03

0.13

0.13

0.09

0.14

0.37

0.19

0.11

0.15

0.45

0.07

0.05

0.06

0.17

Tahoma

0.16

0.11

0.18

0.45

Courier new

0.24

0.32

0.47

1.03

Baghdad

0.13

0.05

0.02

0.20

Demashq

0.06

0.01

0.02

0.09

∑WERA%
Over shapes
per size

1.09

0.83

1.16

3.08

Size
Shape
Simplified
Arabic
Mudir
Koufi
Traditional
Arabic
Akhbar MT

Table (8.4): Error analysis of Assimilation test regarding font shape/size
Size
Shape
Nadeem
Naskh
Gizza
∑WERA%
Over shapes
per size

Small

Medium

Large

0.97
2.04
2.53

0.07
1.71
0.93

0.18
1.09
0.80

∑WERA %
Over sizes
per shape
1.22
4.84
4.26

5.54

2.71

2.07

10.32

Table (8.5): Error analysis of Generalization test regarding font shape/size
Error analysis of the most frequent recognition mistakes in the Assimilation
test is done. The most frequent 17 mistakes that contribute to about 63.15% of WERA
are listed in Table (8.6).
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Also, the error analysis of Generalization test regarding the most frequent
recognition mistakes is done. The most frequent 19 mistakes that contribute to about
55.90% of WERG are listed in table (8.7), where x means different characters.
The frequency analysis of both the assimilation and generalization errors
shown in Table (8.6) and (8.7) shows that over 40% of the errors are due to only the
most 5 frequent ones, which maximizes the chances of removing them via simple
post-OCR text correction methods.
The error rates obtained after the generalization test with the statistical
language model enabled are the most indicative as these conditions are closest to the
real life ones. Given that both the scientific and commercial literature in this area
typically report about CERA < CERG , the experimental results of Table (8.3) above
puts our HMM-based OCR with the new features vector in the lead among the other
open-vocabulary omni font-written OCR’s for cursive scripts, at least for Arabic. [AlBadr 1995], [Bazzi 1999], [Gouda 2004], [Khorshed 2007].
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CHAPTER 9

Conclusion and Future Work

Cursiveness represents the main challenge when recognizing Arabic words.
Previous research has proved the difficulties in segmenting the Arabic word into its
ligatures. The implemented algorithms throughout this dissertation for lines and words
decomposition, feature extraction and classification determine the operational
characteristics of the recognition system.
Throughout this dissertation, a more robust algorithm for lines/words
decomposition especially in Arabic, or Arabic dominated, text rectangles from reallife multifont/multisize documents has been developed. This algorithm has proved
robust on realistic Arabic, or Arabic dominated, documents after the extensive
experimentation on real-life documents.
After reviewing the inferior status of font-written OCR systems for the
challenging cursively scripted languages compared with their Latin scripted peers, the
HMM-based methodology that proved to be most promising at approaching this
problem has been dissected in this dissertation to reveal its weakest point of lacking a
sound features vector design like those defined for HMM-based ASR systems.
A new feature vectors design for HMM-based omni font-written Arabic OCR
system based on autonomously normalized horizontal differentials has been
rigorously derived and introduced for cursively scripted languages in order to robustly
realize WER’s as low as those achieved by OCR systems for Latin scripted languages.
These features well represent the agglomerative and topological characteristics of the
ligatures.
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The design and implementation of a real life omni-font, open-vocabulary,
HMM-based Arabic recognition system using both our robust algorithm for
lines/words decomposition and our new designed feature vectors is fully described in
this dissertation.
Based on the continuous/discrete hybrid nature of the components of our
designed feature vectors, Discrete HMM is used and hence vector quantization is
needed. The LBG well known clustering algorithm is used to build the codebook used
for VQ. A developed visualization aid for estimating the training data set size and the
codebook size required for the clustering algorithm to achieve optimum codebook
construction and hence least WER achieved by the recognition system.
The bi-gram ligature-level statistical language model deployed in the HMM
decoder of our recognizer is built via the combined methodology of Bayes’, GoodTuring discount, and Back-off probability estimators. Incorporating the SLM in the
HMM decoder greatly enhance the performance of the recognition system.
Extensive assimilation and generalization testing experiments have been
carried out over the Arabic script which is an extreme case of cursive scripts to
evaluate our system. Along with the detailed description of those experiments, the
dissertation has finally presented the obtained results
The data set used for training and recognition purposes by the implemented
HMM-based recognition system has two main features: the unlimited lexicon size and the
data source diversification. The unlimited lexicon size is for the sake of training an open
vocabulary recognition system. The data source diversification is essential to test the
proposed features on a wide spectrum of Windows and Macintosh Os. fonts.

The experimental results puts our HMM-based OCR system with the proposed
features vector in the lead among the other open-vocabulary, omni font-written OCR
systems for cursive scripts; at least for Arabic.
Further work in the areas presented in our dissertation is more promising to
enhance the performance of our Arabic OCR systems. Future work could be presented
in five areas:
1.

Using a clustering technique other than LBG to give more flexibility in
choosing the codebook size other than order of 2.

2.

Applying and testing our system for recognizing noisy text images.
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3.

Testing the performance of our system using other types of HMM
topology.

4.

Using Post-OCR Text Correction algorithm to reduce the WER of
Arabic OCRed text using character segment correction, language
modeling, and Shallow Morphology.

5.

Using Fusion between independent Arabic OCR systems to get a total
WER of the fused OCR systems lower than the smallest WER in the set
of those independent Arabic OCR systems.

6.

Training and evaluating our system not only on other major cursively
scripted languages especially Indian, Urdu, and Persian, but also on
Latin scripted ones to have multilingual system.
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اﻟﻤﻠﺨﺺ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﻲ

ﻣﻊ ﻓﺠﺮ اﻷﻟﻔﻴﻪ اﻟﺠﺪﻳﺪﻩ ﻧﺠﺪ أن ﻧﻈﺎم اﻟﺘﻌﺮف اﻵﻟﻲ ﻟﻠﻨﺺ ﻟﻢ ﻳﻌﺪ ﻣﻮﺿﻮﻋًﺎ ﻣﻘﺘﺼﺮًا ﻋﻠﻰ
ﻼ وﺟﺪ ﻟﻪ اﻟﻜﺜﻴﺮ ﻣﻦ
هﺎﻣﺶ أﻋﻤﺎل ﺗﻜﻨﻮﻟﻮﺟﻴﺎ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت ﻓﻘﻂ وﻟﻜﻨﻪ أﺻﺒﺢ ﻧﻈﺎﻣ ًﺎ ﻣﺘﻜﺎﻣ ً
اﻻﺳﺘﺨﺪاﻣﺎت اﻟﺘﺠﺎرﻳﺔ .إن اﻟﺘﻌﺮف اﻟﻀﻮﺋﻲ اﻵﻟﻲ ﻟﻠﻨﺺ اﻟﻤﻄﺒﻮع أﺻﺒﺢ ﻟﻪ اﺣﺘﻴﺎج آﺒﻴﺮ ﻟﻌﺪد
وﻓﻴﺮ ﻣﻦ ﺗﻄﺒﻴﻘﺎت ﺗﻜﻨﻮﻟﻮﺟﻴﺎ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت اﻟﺤﺪﻳﺜﻪ.
ﻓﺎﻟﺘﻌﺮف اﻟﻀﻮﺋﻲ ﻟﻠﻨﺺ اﻟﻤﻜﺘﻮب ﺑﻠﻐﺎت ﻻﺗﻴﻨﻴﻪ ﺗﻢ اﺳﺘﺨﺪاﻣﻪ ﻣﻨﺬ ﻓﺘﺮﻩ ﻃﻮﻳﻠﻪ .أﻣ ﺎ ﺑﺎﻟﻨ ﺴﺒﻪ
ﻟﻠﻐ ﺎت اﻟﻤﻜﺘﻮﺑ ﻪ ﺑ ﺄﺣﺮف ﻣﺘ ﺼﻠﻪ –وه ﻲ اﻟﻠﻐ ﻪ اﻷم ﻷآﺜ ﺮ ﻣ ﻦ رﺑ ﻊ ﺳ ﻜﺎن اﻟﻌ ﺎﻟﻢ -ﻓﻨﺠ ﺪ أن ﻧﻈ ﺎم
اﻟﺘﻌﺮف اﻟﻀﻮﺋﻲ ﻟﻠﻨﺺ ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺘﻮﻓﺮ آﻨﻈﺎم ﻗﻮي ﻣﻮﺛﻮق ﻓﻲ أداﺋﻪ .ﻓﻤﺎ زال هﻨ ﺎك ﻣﺘ ﺴﻊ ﻟﻠﺘﺤ ﺴﻴﻨﺎت
ﻓﻴﻤ ﺎ ﻳﺘﻌﻠ ﻖ ﺑﺘﺨﻔ ﻴﺾ ﻣﻌ ﺪل اﻟﻜﻠﻤ ﺎت اﻟﺨﻄ ﺄ ،واﻟﻘ ﺪرة ﻋﻠ ﻰ اﻟﻌﻤ ﻞ ﻓ ﻲ وﺟ ﻮد ﻗ ﺪر ﻣﻌﻘ ﻮل ﻣ ﻦ
ﻼ ﻋ ﻦ ﻋ ﺪم اﻟﺘﻘﻴ ﺪ
اﻟ ﺸﻮﺷﺮة ،واﻟﺘﻌﺎﻣ ﻞ ﻣ ﻊ ﻣﺨﺘﻠ ﻒ أﺑﻨ ﺎط وﺣﺠ ﻮم اﻟﻜﺘﺎﺑ ﺔ ﺑ ﻨﻔﺲ اﻟﻨﻤ ﻮذج ،ﻓ ﻀ ً
ﺑﺤ ﺼﻴﻠﺔ ﻟﻐﻮﻳ ﺔ ﻣﻌﻴﻨ ﺔ .وﻓ ﻲ ه ﺬا اﻟ ﺼﺪد ﻓ ﺈن اﻟﺘﺤ ﺪي اﻟﺮﺋﻴ ﺴﻲ ﻓ ﻲ ذﻟ ﻚ ه ﻮ اﻟﺘ ﺸﺎﺑﻚ اﻹﻟﺰاﻣ ﻲ
ﻟﻠﺤﺮوف واﻟﺬي ﻳﺘﻌﻴﻦ ﺣﻞ هﺬة اﻟﻤﺸﻜﻠﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﺘﺰاﻣﻦ ﻣﻊ اﻟﺘﻌﺮف ﻋﻠﻰ هﺬة اﻷﺣﺮف.
وﻣﻦ ﺑﻴﻦ اﻟﻌﺪﻳﺪ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻨﺎهﺞ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻢ ﺗﺠﺮﺑﺘﻬﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﺪار ﺛﻼﺛﻮن ﻋﺎﻣًﺎ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ واﻟﺘﻄﻮﻳﺮ
 ،ﻳﺒﺪو أن اﻟﺘﻌﺮف اﻟﻀﻮﺋﻲ ﻟﻠﻨﺺ اﻟﻘﺎﺋﻢ ﻋﻠﻲ ﻧﻤﺎذج ﻣﺎرآﻮف اﻟﻤﺨﻔﻴﺔ ) (HMMهﻮ اﻷآﺜﺮ وﻋﺪًا
وذﻟﻚ ﻷﻧﻪ ﻳﺴﺘﻔﻴﺪ ﻣﻦ ﻗﺪرة ﻣﺘﺮﺟﻤﺎت ﻧﻤﺎذج ﻣﺎرآﻮف اﻟﻤﺨﻔﻴﺔ ﻟﺘﺤﻘﻴﻖ اﻟﺘﻘﻄﻴﻊ واﻟﺘﻌﺮف ﻋﻠﻰ
وﺣﺪات اﻟﻜﺘﺎﺑﻪ ﻓﻲ ﺁن واﺣﺪ آﻤﺎ هﻮ اﻟﺤﺎل ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻌﺮف اﻵﻟﻲ ﻟﻠﺼﻮت ) (ASRاﻟﻘﺎﺋﻢ ﻋﻠﻲ ﻧﻤﺎذج
ﻣﺎرآﻮف اﻟﻤﺨﻔﻴﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪم ﻋﻠﻲ ﻧﻄﺎق واﺳﻊ ﺣﺎﻟﻴ ًﺎ.
ﻓﻲ هﺬﻩ اﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ ﻧﻘﻮم ﺑﺘﻄﺒﻴﻖ ﻧﻈﺎم اﻟﺘﻌﺮف اﻵﻟﻲ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻨﺺ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﻲ ﻣﺘﻌﺪد اﻷﺑﻨﺎط و
اﻟﺤﺠﻮم ﻣﻔﺘﻮح اﻟﻤﻔﺮدات اﻟﻘﺎﺋﻢ ﻋﻠﻲ ﻧﻤﺎذج ﻣﺎرآﻮف اﻟﻤﺨﻔﻴﺔ ﻣﻊ اﻻﺳﺘﻌﺎﻧﻪ ﺑﻨﻈﺎم ﻗﻮي وﻣﻄﻮر

ﻟﻠﺘﻘﻄﻴﻊ اﻟﻤﺒﺪﺋﻲ ﻟﻠﺴﻄﻮر واﻟﻜﻠﻤﺎت اﻟﺨﺎﺻﻪ ﺑﺎﻟﻨﺼﻮص ﻣﺘﻌﺪدﻩ اﻷﺑﻨﺎط و اﻟﺤﺠﻮم ودون اﻟﺘﻘﻴﺪ
ﺑﺤﺼﻴﻠﺔ ﻟﻐﻮﻳﺔ ﻣﻌﻴﻨﺔ .ﻳﻨﺸﺄ ﻋﻦ وﺿﻊ هﺬا اﻟﻨﻈﺎم اﻟﻤﻔﺘﻮح ﻟﻤﻔﺮدات اﻟﻠﻐﻪ اﺳﺘﺨﺪاﻣﻨﺎ ﻟﻨﻤﺎذج
ﻣﺎرآﻮف اﻟﻤﺨﻔﻴﺔ اﻟﻘﺎﺋﻢ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺤﺮف وﻟﻴﺲ اﻟﻘﺎﺋﻢ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻜﻠﻤﻪ.
وﺧﻼﻓًﺎ ﻟﻨﻈﺎم اﻟﺘﻌﺮف اﻵﻟﻲ ﻟﻠﺼﻮت ﻳﻨﻘﺼﻨﺎ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻌﺮف اﻟﻀﻮﺋﻲ ﻟﻠﻨﺺ اﻟﻘﺎﺋﻢ ﻋﻠﻲ ﻧﻤﺎذج
ﻣﺎرآﻮف اﻟﻤﺨﻔﻴﺔ اﻟﺘﻌﺮﻳﻒ ﻟﻤﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ اﻟﻤﻤﻴﺰات اﻟﻤﺸﺘﻘﺔ ﺑﺪﻗﺔ واﻟﻘﺎدرة ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﺤﻘﻴﻖ اﻟﺤﺪ اﻷدﻧﻲ ﻣﻦ
ﻣﻌﺪل اﻟﺨﻄﺄ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻜﻠﻤﺎت ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻘﺎرﻧﺔ ﻣﻊ ﺗﻠﻚ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺤﻘﻘﺖ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻨﺼﻮص اﻟﻼﺗﻴﻨﻴﺔ .ﻟﺬﻟﻚ ﻓﻨﺤﻦ ﻓﻲ هﺬﻩ
اﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ ﻧﻘﻮم ﺑﻄﺮح وﻣﻨﺎﻗﺸﺔ ﺗﺼﻤﻴﻢ هﺬﻩ اﻟﻤﻤﻴﺰات.
اﺳ ﺘﻨﺎدًا إﻟ ﻲ اﻟﺘ ﺸﺎﺑﻪ ﺑ ﻴﻦ اﻟﺘﻌ ﺮف اﻟ ﻀﻮﺋﻲ ﻟﻠ ﻨﺺ واﻟﺘﻌ ﺮف اﻵﻟ ﻲ ﻟﻠ ﺼﻮت ﺗ ﻢ ﻓ ﻲ ه ﺬﻩ
اﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ ﻃﺮح وﺗﺤﻠﻴﻞ ﻧﻈﺎم ﻣﺘﻜﺎﻣﻞ ﻟﻠﺘﻌﺮف اﻟﻀﻮﺋﻲ ﻟﻠ ﻨﺺ اﻟﻤﻜﺘ ﻮب ﺑﺎﻟﻠﻐ ﻪ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﻴ ﻪ ﻣ ﺴﺘﻠﻬﻤﺎ ﻣ ﻦ
ﻧﻈ ﺎم اﻟﺘﻌ ﺮف اﻵﻟ ﻲ ﻟﻠ ﺼﻮت اﻟﻘ ﺎﺋﻢ ﻋﻠ ﻰ ﻧﻤ ﺎذج ﻣ ﺎرآﻮف اﻟﻤﺨﻔﻴ ﺔ ﺑﺎﻻﺳ ﺘﻌﺎﻧﻪ وﺑ ﺪون اﻻﺳ ﺘﻌﺎﻧﺔ
ﺑﻨﻤﺎذج اﺣﺼﺎﺋﻴﺔ ﻟﻐﻮﻳﺔ .آﻤﺎ أن اﻟﻨﺘﺎﺋﺞ اﻟﺘﺠﺮﻳﺒﻴﻪ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻢ اﻟﺘﻮﺻﻞ إﻟﻴﻬﺎ ﻓﻲ هﺬﻩ اﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﻪ ﺗ ﻀﻊ ﻧﻈ ﺎم
اﻟﺘﻌﺮف اﻟﻀﻮﺋﻲ ﻟﻠﻨﺺ اﻟﻘﺎﺋﻢ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻧﻤﺎذج ﻣﺎرآﻮف اﻟﻤﺨﻔﻴﺔ وﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ اﻟﻤﻤﻴﺰات اﻟﺠﺪﻳﺪة اﻟﻤﻘﺘﺮﺣﺔ
ﻓﻲ هﺬﻩ اﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﻪ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﻘﺪﻣﻪ ﺑ ﻴﻦ اﻷﻧﻈﻤ ﺔ اﻷﺧ ﺮي ﻟﻠﺘﻌ ﺮف اﻟ ﻀﻮﺋﻲ ﻟﻠﻨ ﺼﻮص اﻟﻤﻜﺘﻮﺑ ﻪ ﺑ ﺄﺣﺮف
ﻣﺘ ﺼﻠﻪ و اﻟﻤﺘﻌ ﺪدة اﻷﺑﻨ ﺎط و اﻟﺤﺠ ﻮم و اﻟﻐﻴ ﺮ ﻣﻘﻴ ﺪة ﺑﺤ ﺼﻴﻠﺔ ﻟﻐﻮﻳ ﺔ ﻣﻌﻴﻨ ﺔ ،وذﻟ ﻚ ﺑﺎﻟﻨ ﺴﺒﺔ ﻟﻠﻐ ﺔ
اﻟﻌﺮﺑﻴﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻷﻗﻞ.

